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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
From the Editor
Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the
water – guess who’s lurking beneath the surface?
Yes, I’m back!
But only to keep an eye on the GRN to help out our
very busy Communications Team. It will also keep
me updated on all your activities so that I don’t feel
lonely in my retirement.
Firstly, I would like to thank you for all your best
wishes sent via various means and for the gifts too.
It was very touching and I really appreciated the fact
that you thought Cruella might be missed. As I said at
the AGM, I had a wonderful career with GRFU and
will look back on the friendships I’ve made with great
fondness. We’ve had a fantastic month, yes, a whole
month, in the sun on the Costa del Sol; finally having
the chance to relax and really enjoy our apartment,
without having to come back after 5-10 days to
resume my GRFU duties.

Welcome to our new extended GRN. This is part of our rationalisation of GRFU
communications with you, the growing rugby community of Gloucestershire. In future, there
will be two publications per season in this format. Alongside this, more frequent GRFU Bulletins
will be emailed to all our stakeholders throughout the season. This will contain details of all
current newsworthy matters, enabling you to be informed about rugby in the County in a more
timely manner. If you want to receive these bulletins and you were not on the last emailing list
please forward your email details to admin@gloucestershirerfu.co.uk.
It goes without saying that the website will continue to be the central hub of our
communications with you, supported by frequent posts on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram details below.
It’s good to see more club activity on Social Media and especially Twitter- the airwaves are
increasingly alive at the weekends. I see that Dursley are the latest club - that I am aware of - to
embrace MailChimp to disseminate club news.
We are pleased to feature Roger Jackson of the Local Answer as our guest writer in this
edition. As we are featuring our very successful Festivals for the U7s to U12s in this edition,
Roger has written about the need to “start them young” and the contribution a successful Mini
and Youth section can make to club rugby.
Another feature we are adding is a regular contribution from John Darlaston. After nearly
40 years with GRFU, John has put away his committee persona and is now burrowing in the
archives. His first article “From the Archives” appears on page 21 and, hopefully, like me, you
will enjoy reading about our historical evolution.
Tricia Perris continues as GRN Editor and I must say that we welcome her return to duty
following some lazy days in the sun!.
From the Communications Team of Andrea, Tricia and myself, we hope that you enjoy the
GRN and keep those articles coming please to grnnorth@gloucestershirerfu.co.uk
Finally thanks to KM Reprographics printers of this edition - their contact details are below.
Special rates available for GRFU clubs.
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It’ll take me a while to get used to this retirement
malarkey but I have to say that I’m beginning to
appreciate the benefits.
So back to business. As you go about your club/
school/university/combination/association duties,
please spare a thought for the GRN. Send us articles
and photos of interest so that we can include them
in the second edition, due out in the spring. We’re
interested in all aspects of rugby life including tours,
festivals, renovations, new teams, successes, the
works. Don’t be shy about sharing your news please;
we look forward to hearing from you, as does the rest
of the rugby family, through the GRN.
Articles and photos should go to grnnorth@
gloucestershirerfu.co.uk but, should you wish to
write a letter to the Editor [that’s me] please send to
grneditor@gloucestershirerfu.co.uk and I will choose
the best for publication in the second edition. It’s a
great way to air your views or share best practice to
help others along the way.

Website: gloucestershirerfu.co.uk
Twitter: @GloucsCountyRFU

Facebook: GloucestershireRugby
Instagram: Gloucestershirerfu

Contact us:
GLOUCESTERSHIRE RUGBY NEWS
is published by Gloucestershire Rugby Football Union.
Gloucestershire RFU, The Conifers, Filton Road, Hambrook, Bristol BS16 1QG
T: 0800 222 9567
County Office is open from 9am-1pm Mon-Fri.

All the very best
Tricia
GRN Editor
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NEW SECTOR HEADS
Women & Girls

Mini & Youth

Rebecca (Bee)
Mocellin

Tim Ravenscroft

Bee has been heading
up Women & Girls Rugby at
Cheltenham Tigers for the last
2 years and has played County
Representative rugby. Bee
is a good communicator and organiser and has
a passion for developing the Women and Girls
game.

Tim is a fervent supporter of
the RFU’s Kids First approach
and has been honing his
skills at Cleve, where he is
now the Head Coach and
Team Manager of the U12s.
He is currently a serving Army Officer (Major)
and has good inter-personal, organisational and
communication skills.

Volunteers

RugbySafe

Richard Steward

Richard has been working
with Henry Snow as the CB
Volunteer Co-ordinator so
steps up as the Sector Head.
At Newent he coaches Walking
Rugby for men and women
of a certain age. He works with the LonglevensGloucester Mixed Ability Team and the
Gloucester Walking Rugby Group.
Rich is a good organiser who is committed to
helping others.

Adrian HenleyDavies

Adrian is excited to undertake
the new role as GRFU
RugbySafe Sector Head.
Having been responsible for
Coaching for the last three years,
he relishes the opportunity to roll out this new
initiative throughout the County.
Raising awareness of player welfare, so it’s
common practice throughout our game, is
something he’s always promoted through the

many roles he’s undertaken.
Adrian sees this as natural progression from
the increased injury prevention data gathered by
the RFU and the increased focus on making our
game safer and more enjoyable for all concerned.

Coaching
Henry Snow

Henry has taken on the role
of Coaching Sector Head,
having previously held the
position in the Volunteers
Sector for several years. He
currently works at Beaudesert
Park School, where he is Head of
Boys’ Sport and also coaches with the County’s
U16, U17 & U18 Representative sides. Henry is
also very involved with the RFU’s Young
Ambassador Programme.

COMBINATION NEWS
BRISTOL COMBINATION ANNOUNCES A
COMBINATION CUP REVAMP
The 2018-19 Wadworth 6X Bristol Combination Cup Competition has been amended
for this season.
In previous seasons Clubs of all RFU levels have been invited to enter their respective
level Competition. These clubs vary from Bristol Telephone Area RFC (Somerset
2N-Level 11- Bowl Competition) up to Clifton, Old Redcliffians, Dings Crusaders
(National League 2S-Level 4- Main Competition).
Many times in the recent past, Level 4 clubs have found it increasingly difficult to
adhere to the Combination Cup rules regarding ‘play by’ dates. National League rugby is
an unforgiving area and the Combination Cup Committee have found that, when a nonleague weekend comes into view, most players and Directors of Rugby want that day or
two away from the heat of the battle. By withdrawing most 1st XV players for R & R, this
then creates a problem for those clubs when they find they are drawn against another
high-ranking club who want to ‘rattle their bones’. The result is that either players play
and lose R&R time, the club requests a postponement (which can create difficulties
further down the line), or decide that the replacement players are not strong enough to
face the opposition and withdraw. Either way it is an unedifying situation for one and all.
As the Combination now has three Clubs in National 2S (Reds, Dings & Clifton)
and also, following on from a questionnaire conducted last season, it was decided that
the three N2S sides would not be invited to participate in the Competition. Removing
L4 clubs presented the Combination Cup Committee with the unenviable task of
restructuring all three Competitions (Main, Vase & Bowl) and they have arranged the
three Competitions at the following levels.
The Main Competition now permits entries from Levels 5-7 (SW Prem, SW1W &
WCN); 9 clubs entered this season.
The Vase Competition comprises Level 8 clubs from Somerset & Gloucester RFU
(Somerset/Gloucester Prem); 8 clubs have entered this Competition.
Finally, The Cyril Parsons Bowl Competition covers levels 9-11 (Glos 1, 2N&S,
Somerset 1 & 2N) and 11 teams are in that Competition.
Dates and fixtures are
available on
stripes.indd
1 the Bristol Combination website http://
bristolcombination.pitchero.com
To fully absorb all Combination clubs into a local Competition, the Cup Committee has
proposed the idea of a Bristol Combination Shield for all Level 4 clubs, plus the winners
of the Main Competition. This Competition to be played over two weekends at the end
of the National season. Thereby giving all Combination clubs a level of involvement,
removing mid-season organisational pressures from all Club DoRs and also Ian Reed &
Nigel Smith, the Competition Cup Committee.
The Cup Committee knows that there will probably be some tweaking necessary
at the end of the season, but will be seeking views and comments from all participating
clubs over the course of the season.
We are grateful that GRFU’s main sponsor Wadworth generously sponsors all
competitions.
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www.lockleazesportscentre.co.uk
A Venue For All Combination & GRFU Clubs
Hospitality Partners of LSC

......We Specialise In......
Rugby End Of Season Dinners
Dinner Dance & Gala Dinners
Weddings, Celebrations & Parties
Corporate Events

Lockleaze Sports Centre
The Home of Bristol District Rugby Combination
Discounted Rates For All Combination & GRFU Affiliated Clubs
For Booking Enquiries Please Contact :
Email: info@lockleazesportscentre.co.uk
Tel : 0117 4568955
Address: Lockleaze Sports Centre, Off Bonnington Walk, Bristol, BS7 9FJ
(Sat Nav Postcode please use BS7 9XF)
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REPRESENTATIVE RUGBY
Joe Smart (Cinderford RFC Captain) reflects on being a
Tourist with England Counties 2017-18 season
At the end of a long but successful season with
days were double sessions), but we gelled well
game, in which there were a few changes to the
Cinderford RFC, gaining promotion back into
and were ready for our first hit out against club
starting side, giving everyone a chance to put
National 1, hearing that I was in contention for
side CSM Bucuresti. I was honoured to get my
forward their case for selection for the final test
England Counties was a great feeling and a
against Romania “A”. In this game two of
much timely boost for the remaining two
my Cinderford team mates Matt Lane and
fixtures in the County championships.
Harry Hone got their starting shirt against
Overall County was a successful hit out
a youthful Romania U23 side. I came on as
but bitterly disappointing that we couldn’t
a second half replacement and it was good
make the finals at Twickenham. It was a
to get another run around, be involved
huge pleasure to captain a great squad and
and make a positive impact on the game.
I look forward to being involved again next
Another great performance from the boys
season.
ensured a 40-5 win and a great chance to
Being selected for England Counties
finish off the tour unbeaten.
was a rugby dream come true for me.
The third and final game was the one
Something I didn’t think would ever happen
everyone was aiming for. Seeing off the last
and I had to pinch myself that it was actually
few days training in the heat and getting
happening…. It was an unreal experience
ready to possibly be involved in the final
and something which I would love to be
“Test Match”. The final selection meeting
part of again if earned.
came and my name was read out starting
Meeting up with all the other players
loosehead. I was made up and over the
and tour party was when it got real for me;
moon to be starting. The final match was on
it was a really professional environment
Friday the day before we flew home. This
and was a snippet of what I would imagine Harry Hone, Joe Smart (author) and Matt Lane – England
game stood out to me as it was a jump in
Counties tourists and County players all from Cinderford
playing full time would be. Flying out to
physicality, intensity and HEAT! It was boiling
RFC.
Romania was like flying into the unknown,
hot and the nerves were sky high for me.
going somewhere I had never been before and
first start and to be able to wear the “Red Rose”.
Good job we went out there and got the third
doing something which I didn’t feel like I would
We won 41-17 and produced a good first-off
and final victory because we definitely can’t sing!!
ever do.
performance against a well drilled and hardWe won the final game 31-20 against a really
Once we were out there, the main thing that
working Romanian club side. I loved that game.
big, strong side who weren’t going to let us have
hit me was the intensity of the heat!! That is
In the second week we had relocated into
it our own way. We battled on and got the ‘W’,
something we had to adapt to very quickly. Our
the city, where we were training at the national
which made for a great night out and end to a
first week was up in the mountains at altitude
stadium. It was still very hot in the city, but we
fantastic tour for me and I assume all involved.
and, paired up with the heat, it was hard. Training
were getting used to the heat. Keeping hydrated
I greatly missed my young family but would
was short and intense. We had to take on a lot
and getting rest where we could, was important
love to be involved again this coming year and
of information as a team that had approximately
to keep our performance and energy levels as
made some good friends with some terrific
24 debutants and had to learn a whole new game high as possible. By this point I was feeling the
players from around the country.
plan and style of play.
stresses and strains of the heat and the long
The first week in the mountains was a great
season that had just finished.
experience for me, the training was hard (some
I was picked on the bench for the second

U20s selected for SW Division and England Counties U20s
Following a successful County Championship
last season, 5 members of the Gloucestershire
U20s team were selected, representing the SW
Division, to play the Midlands.
Congratulations to Dewi Wilcox and Will
Baldwin from Cinderford, Costner Lane from
Lydney, Macaulay Dale from Bristol University
and Tom Knight from Chosen Hill FP.
The long weekend included skills and drills
training on the Saturday
before the Sunday
game.
Playing on the new
4G pitch at Derby,
courtesy of the RFU
Development Fund,
the SW held their own
through the first half.
However, in the second
half, the power of the
Midlands pack came
through to secure the
victory.
Later that afternoon
the North played
London & SE as the
second and final England
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selection match.
Following the games, the England Counties
U20 squad was announced and departed England
on Tuesday 15 May, to tour Georgia. Will
Baldwin (wing) was selected as part of the 26man squad, so grabbed his passport and boarded
the plane.
Will said, after hearing the news, “it’s such an
honour to be selected to represent England, I’ve

wanted it for so long... my Mum’s in bits!!”
They played 2 tests against a strong and
powerful Georgia team.
England won the first 17:24 and also the
second 22:24.
Will was also the GRFU choice to receive last
season’s Mike Shore U20 Trophy which was
presented at the AGM on 18 July 2018.
Pictured left: Will Baldwin receiving his U20s
Trophy

U18s - UPCOMING GAMES
13/10/2018 11:35

The U18s start with a warm up game on
4 November against Somerset at Oxstalls AGP, University of Gloucester. They
then decamp to Somerset to play two
games on the AGP at Weston Hornets.
The first game is on 2 December against
Bucks.
The opponents for the second game
have yet to be determined but it will
take place on 16 December. Kick offs
are expected to be 11am but please
check Social Media nearer the time for
verification. These games are part of a
selection process to determine the SW
Representative Team.
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U18s National Cup Kicks off at North Bristol RFC’s AGP

Thornbury U18s Development Squad

Round 1 of the U18 National Cup kicked off in Gloucestershire with a Friday
night floodlit game on 19 October, featuring Thornbury RFC’s Development
Squad. The RFU-run competition for U17s and U18s sees 128 teams battle
through knockout stages in the hope of reaching a Twickenham final.
Thornbury faced visitors Stourbridge, in front of a big rugby community
crowd, at North Bristol RFC’s new artificial pitch, officiated by a trio of
Bristol Society referees. Win, lose or draw, it was a massive opportunity
for players from both sides to develop their game against an unfamiliar
opposition.
Fullback Ben Rodriguez made his first break for the line at 3 minutes,
getting the opening points for the home team with an unconverted try. In
stunning shows of pace and awareness, Ben then kept scoring for Thornbury
with a hat-trick notched up by the 22nd minute. Stourbridge recovered
from this early onslaught with two hard fought tries, using their forward’s
muscle to make ground. As the gap began to close, prop Ben Hillier crashed
over from a set play on a 5-metre line-out for the home team to take the
last score of the half, 20-10.

The home side scored early again in the second half, with a try by the
captain, Johnny Sanderson, successfully converted by fly-half, Max Curtis.
Stourbridge fought back and began to apply some real pressure with a
further two tries, worked almost identically, before POTM, Ben Rodriguez,
ran in his forth try and built back the margin. The visitors were not ready to
concede and scored again to come within 9 points at the 50-minute mark,
showing every intent to close the game in their favour. Their heavy pack
tried to dominate but, fortunately, props Ben Mason and George
Barby-Moule were entirely capable of soaking up the pressure. A strong
pick and go by Alex Johnson, from a ruck right on Stourbridge’s line, along
with a successful conversion by Max, sealed the game as a Thornbury win,
41-25.
Thornbury Development Squad play on Saturday’s in the Somerset
League and welcome additional players. They train Tuesday and Thursday,
coached and supported by an experienced team of former premiership
players keen to develop individual players and keep boys in the game.

GRFU STRATEGIC PLAN FOR 2018 -19
WORKING TO DELIVER OUR MISSION
More Players Playing More Often
For this season GRFU has identified 5 Key Priorities in line with the RFU’s main themes in its Strategic Plan.

These are PROTECT, GROW and SUSTAIN

GROW

PROTECT

Strategic Area: KP1
– RugbySafe
The aim is to establish club
cultures where a safe and
enjoyable environment is
provided for all age
groups and
each gender.

Gloucestershire Rugby News
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Strategic Areas:
KP2/KP3 and KP4- KP2
– Women & Girls Rugby;
KP3 – Adult Male
15 aside games;
KP4 – Transition from youth to
adult rugby
We want to support clubs to grow
their playing numbers,
the number of teams and
the number of
matches played.

SUSTAIN

Strategic Area:
KP5 – Facilities
We aim to assist clubs
to plan and deliver
projects that improve
their playing and
non-playing
facilities.
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Bill Beaumont Senior Men’s
County Championship 2018
RESULTS 2018
Devon 26 v Gloucestershire 38 - 5/5/18 - Brixham
Gloucestershire 31 v Herts 29 - 12/5/18 - Lydney
Surrey 13 v Gloucestershire 11 - 19/5/18 - Esher
I love sport. You are forever looking forwards and
backwards, dreaming of what might be or might have been.
Let’s go back to last May and the start of what turned out
to be the hottest year in England since records began.
To be more precise May 19th, location Esher RFC, a
ground that looked more like a pitch in the high veld
of South Africa than leafy Surrey. The pitch was bone
hard, dry, yellow and dusty. Was this to be GRFU’s
penultimate game before a grand finale at Twickenham.
Hopes were high, we were playing a team that had lost two
games, whereas we had won two including beating Herts
who started the campaign as favourites in our grouping.
All we had to do was win or so we all thought. There was
however a little matter of points being deducted for fielding
an ineligible player (on a technicality). This news emerged
prior to the game - did it unsettle us? All we could do was
go out and do our best - a bonus point win would help.
As the game unfolded it became clear that Surrey
were “in it to win it” and were not going to lie down and
let Gloucestershire have their day. The fact that, in the
end, it came down to a penalty to Gloucestershire, that
could have won the game with the last kick of the match,
was a testimony to the players’ lasting commitment. In
truth Surrey were better on the day and deserved their
victory. So our hopes and the players’ dreams of going to
Twickenham were dashed. We needed the win and a try
bonus point. (See the table below).
It was, however, a thrilling journey with last minute wins
in both previous games. Against Devon away, Gloucestershire looked to be in total control at half time, only to allow
Devon to come back to be within 2 points with minutes to
go and the game flowing Devon’s way. Against the balance
of play, Gloucestershire not only scored a converted try,
but also added a penalty all in the dying minutes to record a
score that slightly flattered the visitors.
Next up were Herts at Lydney, a team we had not
beaten since 2012. Again it came down to the wire.
Gloucestershire were outplayed for large parts of the
second half but never gave up. Their tenacity was rewarded
when Rich Hance (Old Pats RFC) scored what, for me, was
Gloucestershire’s try of the campaign, when he burst on
the ball 20 metres out and took all before him, scoring a
memorable try to win the game at the death (with Moffat’s
conversion).

Rich Hance (Old Patesians) scoring
the winning try v Herts

Prior to and during the campaign, there were some not helpful comments on Social
Media about the composition of the squad and narrow pool of clubs represented. Well
in future campaigns that can easily be rectified if MORE clubs engage with County rugby.
The door is open and I want to emphasise that previous attempts to engage more clubs
have not been well supported. Representative Rugby is highly motivational for players
and those clubs that do support County rugby are to be thanked and congratulated.
Finally 3 of the Senior squad and one of the U20 squad went on to represent England
Counties on tour - see other articles. Many Congratulations to Joe Smart, Matt Lane,
Harry Hone and Will Baldwin. All these players were from Cinderford RFC, a successful
club that DOES support County rugby.
BILL BEAUMONT COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIP DIVISION 1 SOUTH
FINAL TABLE

0333 600 1020

George Angell (Old Pats) scoring the winning try v Devon
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VOLUNTEERS
RUSS HILLIER – President’s Special Award

Russ joined the GRFU Executive Committee at
the start of the 1979-80 season as the Stroud
Club Representative. He also joined the County
Sub-committees for Coaching and Youths/Colts
and Juniors.
His vast experience as a player, for Club and
County, was invaluable in providing direction
for the development of Clubs and Players. He
played a key role in helping to establish and
promote the newly formed South West coaching
weekend at Bristol University under the guidance
of Bob Reeves. This was widely regarded as
the start of the coaching evolution, when rugby
coaches, from the whole of the South West,
were exposed to theory and practical training
delivered by the leading experts of the day. Russ
supported our much-admired Life Member, JV
Smith, in this coaching initiative.
In 1987 Russ became County Senior
Team Secretary and Selector. He knew the
importance of achieving representative honours
in terms of providing a goal for many club
players. His continual promotion of the County
Championship and his encouragement across all
levels, was influential in raising playing standards

across the County. Gloucestershire competed in
the final 5 times in 18 years.
Russ was President of GRFU from 1997 to
1999.
In 2000 the organisation of the County
changed and Russ became Secretary of the
Selection Committee and also a member of the
Match Committee in that capacity Since then
Russ has remained very involved in Senior and
U20 County rugby. He is respected greatly
amongst the players, guiding a number through to
greater honours.
From 2002 to 2012 Russ was the GRFU
Representative on the RFU Council. As our
representative he was very supportive of our
County Combinations, regularly attending their
meetings so that he could best represent the
views of our member Clubs.
In 2004 he was awarded Life Membership of
the GRFU in recognition of his outstanding and
dedicated service to the County and rugby.
When Russ stood down from the RFU
Council in 2012 he became the Stroud & District
Combination representative on the GRFU
Management Board and stood down at the end

of last season. Russ remains as Combination
President and is a regular attendee at all its
meetings and matches.
Russ has served GRFU for all but forty years.
He has contributed generously of his time
in many ways, not just when he had specific
appointments in the organisation. His standing in
the game, as recognised by his peers, is second
to none. Russ has promoted our great game in
all corners of the County, across the country and
around the world and is well-deserving for his
nickname in rugby circles as “Mr Gloucestershire”.

PETER WILLIAMS – Life Membership

Peter Williams receiving his GRFU Life
Membership

Peter relinquished the Chair of GRFU in January
of this year, having served the county since 2010.
He worked previously as Coaching Chair from
2006 and before that with Competitions.
Throughout his tenure as Chairman, Peter
initiated an ambitious programme of change,
which has enhanced the status of the county and
transformed the administrative face of rugby in
our Constituent Body [CB]. He has earned the
respect of many involved in our game.
Peter was keen to bring modern practices to
the CB. He empowered individuals and encouraged them to drive forward innovative ideas. He
is an advocate of social media, who knew that effective communication was the key to developing
rugby within the county, by enthusing volunteers
to be inventive and novel.
stripes.indd 1
At the outset, he continued the restructuring
of the Management Board to enable effective and
efficient delivery of rugby. His strong leadership
is driven by his passion for the game and, most
importantly, the rugby family.
Sitting on the RFU Club Development
Sub-Committee, Peter was at the forefront of the
Planning, Funding and Reporting [PFR] model.
This was an important step in our desire to obtain
greater funding, to support the development of
the game and our Clubs. Gloucestershire was
the first CB to submit its action plan and gain RFU
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approval. Under Peter’s guidance Gloucestershire is recognised by the RFU as one of the lead
CBs. As part of his RFU work, he helped organise
a number of CB conferences to encourage
co-operation, the spreading of good practice and
planning for the future.
Peter’s enthusiastic approach towards team
building, ensured the relationship between the
County volunteers and the RFU professionals,
producing a seamless cooperation to the benefit
of all. He established a far greater understanding and working relationship with the Referee
Societies. At Club level he introduced financial
subsidies to help offset the cost of courses and
was always keen to recognise the contributions of

Club Officials.
Peter is a keen supporter of all training and
development opportunities, in particular, the
RFU Leadership Academy and eventually gained
support from the RFU to run a course every
year in Gloucestershire. He recognised that
the delegates would strengthen their own Club
administration as a direct result of their time on
the course.
We are delighted that Peter will continue to
serve, as Vice President, on the Executive Board
and Management Committee, to enable us
to benefit from his wide experience and good
counsel.

JOHN DARLASTON – President’s Special Award
John Darlaston’s impact on local rugby is legend.
His 25 years as Dursley RFC Secretary and his
18 years and counting as Club President, run
parallel with his significant contribution to Stroud
District and The County.
In the history of GRFU, through a number of
key roles, no person has influenced the development of The County over such a long period of
time than John Darlaston.
John was the Founder Secretary of Stroud
District Combination when it was reformed in
1973.
Having trawled through the dusty box of
County Handbooks we discovered that, in 1980,
JD became the Stroud District Representative on
the GRFU Executive Committee. At the same
time he joined the Cup and Coaching Sub-Committees and took on the role of GRFU Competition Secretary; a position he held for 19 years.
In 1994, with Mike Shore and Eric Blackman,
JD played a significant role in “The Shore Committee” which was tasked with looking at the
structure of the County.
In 1999 he became GRFU Chairman and
President; the only person to have held both
roles simultaneously.
In 2001 he was succeeded as President by
Sandy Mitchell but continued as Chairman until

2008. During this time, he steered the County
through the Incorporation process, as well as
launching the Operating Procedures which, as
we all know, “is a living document” to quote JD.
In 2004 he was bestowed the highest County
honour of Life Membership for his services to
County Rugby.
In 2008 he took on the role Governance
Sector Head which he has held until 2018.
During this time, he was an integral part of the
Awards Committee and latterly a member of the
Appointments Panel. John stepped down from
all County Committees at the 2018 AGM, after
what can only be described as an unequalled
career. His contribution has been immense and
he leaves a legacy that will continue for many
years to come.You can never keep a good
man down as John is now going to manage the
County Archives.
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BRISTOL COMBINATION
HONOURS BEN JORDAN

MIKE HEATH –
Life Membership

Ben Jordan, pictured here with GRFU Chairman,
Adrian Siddorn, receiving the WADWORTH 6X
Combination Cup Winners photo at a recent
Bristol Combination meeting.
Ben has been CRFC Fixtures Secretary
since 1980 and, prior to that, was a player &
committee man serving the club in one capacity
or another for over 50 years.
Ben joined Gloucestershire RFU, as Clifton
Representative, on the General Committee in
the mid-1980s, served on the GRFU Disciplinary
Panel and was President from 2009-2011. His
work as Combination Hon Treasurer kept him
busy from 1980 - 2012. Peter Mitchell, Hon

For many years, Mike Heath was a committed
member of the Gloucester All Blues Club, filling
numerous roles before he joined the GRFU
General Committee [as it was known in those
days] as North Gloucestershire Combination
Rep in 2002. This followed several years on
Youth & Development committees and the
Mini & Junior Working Group, ahead of the
Millennium Festival. This was the first highlight
of his outstanding service spanning nearly 20
seasons.
Sec Clifton Rugby stated, “Ben really has been an
exceptionally loyal & dedicated servant to Rugby.

Elliot Fortey - Volunteer Recognised by Mitsubishi Motors

Elliot Fortey, flanked by Rob Lindley, MD Mitsubishi Motors UK
left and RFU President Chris Kelly right.

HUGE CONGRATULATIONS to Elliot Fortey who, at the black-tie
dinner in Twickenham, on 7 September, was named one of three
Mitsubishi Motors Volunteers of the Year!
Volunteers from across the country, all nominated by their local
rugby communities, were invited to the Mitsubishi Motors England
Rugby Training Centre, where Eddie Jones took part in a Q&A.
This was followed by an awards ceremony at Twickenham with
every volunteer recognised and celebrated for their contribution to
the growth of the game.
Alex Breading, from Canvey Island RUFC, Elliot Fortey from

Longlevens RFC and Claire
Maccarron from Warminster
RFC, were all named as 2018
winners.
“Without Fortey’s efforts, there
would be no provision of rugby
for disabled adults and children
in Gloucestershire. Fortey has
worked tirelessly to develop
mixed ability rugby sessions
for adults and children with
disabilities.”
Rob Lindley, Managing Director
of Mitsubishi Motors in the UK,
praised the work of the winners,
as well as all the volunteers
around the country, who are the
foundation of the sport.
“Their dedication and passion for
sport is not only vital to running
the game at a local level, it is
fundamental in the development
of the sport as a whole.”
Each of the winners won a
Mitsubishi vehicle of their choice
for a year, presented by Lindley
and RFU President Chris Kelly.

Update from Liam O’Keeffe – St Mary’s Old Boys RFC
It will be three years in December since my injury
and, if I’m completely honest, the time has flown
by. My progress has plateaued in the last year or
so, which leads me to believe that my chances of
walking are very slim, but I still hold on to the hope
that one day there will be a scientific breakthrough.
Although my rehabilitation has not progressed
sufficiently for me to be walking, it has been
extremely positive on other aspects of my life. I’m
about to move with my fiancé and will be living
independently which, for someone with my level
of injury, will be a daily challenge. This has all been
accomplished with everyone’s help and support.
With regards to what I have been doing lately,
I’ve been lucky enough to sail on a tall ship with
other injured players, which was fully adapted for
disabled passengers. We sailed along the Irish
coast, then across the Irish Sea, ending the trip in
Cardiff. I have also been busy arranging a sevens
tournament for the Injured Players Foundation
which was held at St Mary’s. This tournament was
really successful and we managed to raise £3000
for the IPF charity.
In the future I’m planning to climb Scafell Pike
with a bunch of friends. Again I will be raising
money for the IPF as I believe it’s a great charity to
get behind. Not only does it help injured players,
it also helps by providing research into injury
prevention.
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Finally, I can tell you that I have just started to do
some voluntary work for GRFU. Hopefully this
will be keeping me busy waiting for local rugby at
the weekends. So with any luck you’ll hear from
me more regularly, but you have to watch this
space!
Our County Administrator, Andrea Grant, is
delighted to have Liam’s help and said “I’m really
excited to be working with Liam. He’s a great
ambassador for GRFU and I know that his passion
for the game will shine through within the projects
he’s working on.”
Since starting his work with the County, Liam
has already supported the roll out of the RugbySafe workshops and is working with the Rugby
Sponsors Consortium to assist in communicating
with our member clubs and the launch of its Bristol
events.

In his early years, Mike worked closely with
Andy Higgs to become his right-hand man
and, after a protracted apprenticeship, became
Chairman of Competitions in 2008. Mike has
considerable presence and can be robust in
discussion, but the game has been the driver
underpinning his decision making. Along
with Andy Higgs, Mike has a proud record of
influencing the recruitment of numerous people
into GRFU, through Competitions, who have
gone on to high office, Peter Williams being a
fine example.
Change has been the constant challenge
throughout his time in Competitions; much
of it associated with changing culture, which
takes time. Some of the highlights of Mike’s
tenure with GRFU have been the complete
restructuring of non-1st XV rugby throughout
the County, in response to a major club survey
to understand their needs.
The rugby landscape is ever changing and his
team has been able to adapt the competitions
offered to clubs, based on output, feedback
and listening to the challenges clubs face to get
players onto the park.
He introduced the ‘Fun Day, One Day
Sunday, an event for the U7s to get a flavour
of Festival Rugby and give an opportunity to
educate parents on aspects of the game. A
significant challenge was to adapt the Festivals
to meet the requirements of the RFU Kid’s
First Strategy. This removed the ‘winner takes
all’ philosophy from the lower age groups
and sought equal game time for each player.
This was a very significant challenge within
Gloucestershire, but testimony to its success
has been hard nosed sceptics agreeing that the
whole atmosphere at Festivals has changed. It
is now all about the players having a good time,
as they showcase their skills on the pitch. The
benefits of such change are readily seen in the
year-on-year improvement of skill levels on
display in the Youth Cup Competitions.
Mike has been a stalwart of rugby in
Gloucestershire for over 20 years and we
are pleased that, having stepped aside from
Competitions, GRFU can benefit from Mike’s
experience as he has taken over the role of
Rugby Committee Chairman, from Nigel
Gillingham.
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REFEREES
Bristol Referees Society
Austria hosts The United World Games 2018
Now in its 14th year, The United World Games is
Europe's finest youth sporting event. Ten thousand
athletes from across the world, gathered this year
in Klagenfurt, Austria, from 21 – 24 June. With one
common objective, to celebrate their passion for sport.
Rugby was just a small part of this sporting festival,
which proudly unites those from different nations,
making new friendships and lasting memories.
While having some time to discover the host
city Klagenfurt, capital of Carinthia and Austria’s
southernmost province, the sporting venues,
with breath taking scenery and the adjoining Lake
Wörthersee, was without a doubt popular with all
those that attended.
Bristol Referees Society has proudly continued its
partnership with this prestigious event for the past four
years; offering its members the opportunity to embrace
this overseas programme. This year the selected
representatives were Adam Glen,
Huw Langley and Josh Callicott.
These referees were also joined
by Society Chairman, Steve
Leyshon. A further three South
African and five Austrian referees
formed the 2018 referee team.
Taking an active role in the event
posed many challenges for the
individual, in particular overcoming
the language barrier. Each of the
referees in the group needed to
establish positive communication
channels between players, coaches
and spectators alike. Being at the
peak of your physical and mental
condition helps to avoid mistakes.
Being able to officiate with the correct
application of the law and their
correct interpretation, also added
to the challenge of the whole
event. A study into the tactics of
opposing teams to understand what they were trying to achieve, was also
beneficial when facilitating the games. The ability to learn from mistakes and
reflect on becoming a better referee for the next game, was good practice

adopted by all team members, making a positive
contribution to support one another’s personal
development.
The exposure to this environment has become
a true test in confidence, relationship building,
leadership and responsibility and is something I
would urge anyone to be a part of. Managing all
those emotions while maintaining self-control is true
character-building stuff. Learning to manage any
confrontation in a positive manner can only lead to a
desirable positive outcome.
Leyshon said: ‘I would like to direct my words
towards the young referees who are new to the game’. Utilise the chance
to work amongst experienced referees, exchange ideas, talk about past
games. Use every opportunity and every minute to learn from those with
a lot of experience to offer. Stay true to yourself and embrace the sporting
values that rugby can bring to us all!

‘Refereeing is as good as playing’ – says Callum Hill
I started refereeing just over a year ago for the Bristol Referees Society and
Colston’s School. This change of direction was after an injury meant I could
not play rugby anymore. Refereeing is a great way to develop skills and
stay in contact with the game. Off the pitch, refereeing has allowed me to
develop many skills, such as communication and confidence, which have
helped me improve as an overall individual. What I love about refereeing is
the respect received and the uniqueness of it.

13/10/2018

Callum Hill refereeing at Ashton Gate
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During the week and on Saturdays, I referee for Colston’s School as I
am a student in the lower sixth. Colston’s have offered great support to me
and helped me fit in as much refereeing as possible around my education.
The coaching staff have been helping my development by offering advice
wherever possible. They give me a wide variety of good quality fixtures that
can range from year 7 (U12s) to sixth form rugby. My highlight refereeing
for Colston’s came this season, when I was given the opportunity to officiate
at the U16A team vs RGS Worcester, at Dings Crusaders’ new ground
Shaftesbury Park. The match was close throughout; going into the final play it
was 29-29 and Colston’s made a break from a nicely executed backs move,
to score underneath the posts and win 36-29. From a refereeing perspective,
11:35
the feedback I received from both sets of staff and the players was amazing; it
was one of those games where everything went right.
Then on Sundays for the most part (sometimes on Saturdays) I referee
for the Bristol Referees Society. The Society will appoint their referees’
fixtures all year round via the WhosTheRef website which is very easy to
use. It is great being part of this society as they provide me with fixtures that
are suitable to my refereeing ability, as well as offering many programmes
to welcome in new members and help me develop. Refereeing through
the Society has been a great way to meet other referees and learn from
those who are more experienced. On Sundays I often referee junior rugby
(age groups up to colts), which I have found to be a great way to give back
to the community, whilst having fun reffing. Saturdays I am currently doing
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a lot of assistant refereeing with the Society (when there are no school
fixtures) working alongside the more experienced referees, which helps less
experienced refs such as myself to develop and learn from others.
Refereeing has given me many opportunities that I would not have had
otherwise. Such as last year I got to referee an U14s Barbarians fixture at
Ashton Gate stadium, during half time of the Bristol Rugby fixture v Yorkshire
Carnegie. It was amazing to be able to referee in front of so many people
and on a pitch as good as Ashton Gate. It has also allowed me to meet some
great people such as Ed Morrison who continues to have a role within the
Society.

Ref in the Spotlight
JOSH
CALLICROFT
Josh receiving Bristol Refs
Society “Young Referee of
the Year 2017-18” Award
from Nigel Owens.

We caught up with Josh
after the Refs Dinner and
asked him for his take on his
career as a Referee so far.
Why did you take up refereeing?
I took up refereeing as a way of staying within the game and to make
progress within the sport. I suffer from Cerebral Palsy and, knowing
my limits, the risk of injury is very high. So, I took the decision to
referee to ensure I could stay fit but remain within the game I love. I
also took up refereeing to give back to a sport that changed my life and
ensured I went from nearly idle to fully functioning.
Callum refereeing Colston’s U16s v BGS

Refereeing has given me a unique opportunity to stay in contact with
rugby union despite my injuries and, in some aspects, is more enjoyable than
playing. Refereeing has also allowed me to push myself out of my comfort
zone and improve fitness, confidence and communication skills. In the future
I aim to push myself when refereeing to improve and move myself up the
refereeing ladder.
Mr Miller, Director of Sport at Colston’s, is hugely impressed by Callum’s
enthusiasm and commitment to the game. He said “It has been a pleasure
watching him working hard to stay involved with the sport he loves as a
referee.
Colston’s Rugby has a proud history and I’m delighted that our boys and
girls continue to find ways to take a full part at all levels and in a variety of
roles.
In the last 12 months, Callum has taken charge of rugby matches for
Colston’s with growing confidence and skill at all age-grades, often doublingup with morning and afternoon fixtures and even daring to take on the
biggest challenge of them all - refereeing the hotly contested House Rugby
Competition.
Seeing what our pupils go on to achieve when they leave us is always a
real thrill and it’s exciting to think what Callum might achieve as he moves up
the referee pathway”.

Steve Hill reports in the
Bristol Post
Steve Leyshon, Bristol Referees Society
Chairman on the trek up Kilimanjaro
Chairman, Steve Leyshon, has boosted funds
for the Bristol Referees Society’s new local
rugby charity by scaling Mount Kilimanjaro.
The 56-year-old overcame storm-force winds,
ice and snow, in the final stages of his assault on the
tallest mountain in Africa, to complete a gruelling Bristol Society Chairman
scales Kilimanjaro for
test that he described as
newly launched charity
“a unique life experience.”
Leyshon said: “Physically, I’ve never been in a
place like that ... the storm came in and suddenly you’re way out of your
comfort zone. My gloves froze and I lost all feeling in my hands; I also
started suffering problems with the altitude and had stomach cramps.”
“Other people were being taken off the mountain, including one man
who stopped breathing and had to be carried back down - fortunately he
recovered.”
“I must admit I was quite tearful when we reached the summit; it was such
a huge effort, both physically and mentally, with a really inspirational team of
guides and porters getting us up there.”
The Society staged a hugely successful 125th Anniversary Dinner in May
which raised more than £10,000 to get the new charity off the ground.
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You received the Bristol Referees Society Young Referee of the
Year 2017-18 Season – how did you feel getting presented this
at the 125th Dinner from Wayne Barnes and Nigel Owens?
Getting the Young Referee of the Year award was at first a massive mix
of emotions; I didn’t really know how to react. It was such a surprise
and to be presented by two of the world’s best referees to ever grace
the game, made receiving this award even more memorable. For days
after receiving the award I couldn’t stop smiling, so it meant a huge
amount to receive it on such an important occasion.
You went to the United World Games in Klagenfurt Austria in
June – what were the highlights and challenges?
Going to the United World Games was a fantastic experience, both on
and off the pitch. It being my first refereeing experience abroad was
exciting in itself, but to be part of something so big in the developing
game within continental Europe, made the experience even more
valuable. I’d say the highlights are the different styles of refereeing I
witnessed, together with managing to gain invaluable coaching from
all involved. It has really opened my eyes to where refereeing within
rugby can take you. I made some great connections and friends whilst
out in Austria and it is something I would urge anyone who gets the
opportunity to do.
You are currently working with Adrian Johnstone who is your
coach – how do you and Adrian work together?
This is the second season working alongside Adrian; it has and
continues to be a very strong relationship on and off the field. We
work well as a team to aid my development not just as a match official
but as a person. A coach to me isn’t just about what happens on
the pitch and how to improve there, but also to be there for other
non-rugby related issues which may impact on my performance. I
have regular conversations with Adrian and I know whenever I need
anything I can go to him. It is important to have that person you can
speak to within the referee fraternity because, on occasions, you
find yourself on your own going to games, so having someone there
afterwards at the end of a phone is a very helpful tool.
What are your targets for this coming season?
My targets this season are to achieve my maximum amount of
game time that I can (aim is 50 matches). I would also like to work
alongside some experienced, higher level, referees to ensure I keep
developing and pushing my limits. I want to enhance my image on the
pitch by improving my fitness and physique.
Leyshon’s trek has raised a further £2,000 for the fund which will provide
aid to members of the local rugby community.
Steve added: “The true values of our game have shone through in
the way clubs and individuals have shown their support. I’ve been
overwhelmed by the number of messages I’ve received.”
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Gloucester & District
Referees Society
Hereford RFC club member, James Hurds,
has been awarded GLAD Refs’ County
Colours
Hereford RFC club member, James
Hurds, has been awarded his County
badge by Gloucester and District Referees
Society, which will allow him to wear
the Society kit. To qualify, James has
been assessed officiating senior games,
completed an examination on the laws of
the game and has been tested with scenario-based questions.
James has been playing rugby at Hereford since he was 5 and has been
a member of the Referee Academy within the Society for the last three
years. He is a former Whitecross pupil and currently attends Hereford
Sixth Form College.
Hereford RFC send James huge congratulations on his achievements
and hope he continues his progress in the world of refereeing.

It’s a Family Affair at
GLAD Refs Society

On the 24th April,
Gloucester and
District Refs Society
appointed a team
of three officials to
the Cheltenham
Combination
Senior Cup semifinal between
Cheltenham and
Smiths. Only the
most astute would
have looked at the
appointments and
noticed that all three shared the surname Brunt.
Peter Brunt took charge of the closely fought encounter, with son Alastair
and daughter Fiona, capably assisting him, as Cheltenham ran out 8-7
winners on their way to the Final.
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GLAD Referees’ Dinner
Friday 13th - unlucky for some - but
there was plenty to celebrate that
night in April as Old Centralians
hosted the Gloucester and
District Referees Society
Dinner. As well as plenty
of Society members, clubs
from all four combinations
were represented, as
were neighbouring
societies. Saintbridge
seemed an appropriate
place to hold the event, with
Old Centralians being awarded
the coveted Whistler award. A
Whistler report is completed, postmatch, by the referee and scores clubs on
areas such as their hospitality and touchline
Steve McMahon receiving
behaviour. So congratulations as Old Cents his award from David Meek
came out on top at the end of the season.
Three awards were presented to
referees on the night. The novice
prize was awarded to Steve McMahon,
the Clive Annett’s Clubman Award
went to Alex ‘Maccer’ McDonald and
Peter Brunt received the Colin Reeves’
Achievement Presentation. Speeches
were then given by the New England
Referees, visiting these shores as part of
the long-standing exchange programme
and John Hackett , who did very well
as a last-minute replacement for the
unwell Ed Morrison!
Peter Brunt receiving his award
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SAFEGUARDING
Raising awareness of mental health in
rugby players
This story has been shared with GRFU by the Junior Chairman of
Cullompton RFC
This isn’t your average story and not one I ever thought I would be
writing about. Allow me to share who we are and the background to this
whole story.
Cullompton is a small-ish town in Mid Devon, within which sits our rugby
club. Cullompton RFC is home to around 250 young players and 4 senior
men’s and ladies’ teams. So, all in all a pretty average club really. However,
when a set of unprecedented events occurred it started the ball rolling on
where we find ourselves today.
I play my part in the club being its Junior Chairman. At our committee
meeting in October 2017 the issue of suicide was raised following the recent
sad loss of a player locally. Me being me, I decided I would try and find out
exactly what support was out there. To my dismay I discovered there was
very little. So, the task was set.
My vision quickly became that of producing a poster that contained all the
relevant information needed for a player who felt low, or worse, suicidal,
which could be accessed discreetly from within the dressing rooms. At this
stage it was to be rolled out to Cullompton RFC only. I never imagined it
going as far and wide as it has reached to date.
While some of the information was out there, such as ChildLine and
the Samaritans etc, it certainly wasn’t accessible in one format that fitted
everyone who used our dressing rooms. From the U13 -U18 boys and
girls, men and women. I wanted the poster to be generic - suitable for both
sexes and all ages.
During this gathering of information, the poster sadly took on an ever
more important role.
Cullompton suffered its own tragic loss. Paddy, one of our own players
was lost to suicide. At just 14, it rocked our whole rugby community. The
loss we all felt was overwhelming. From Paddy’s coaches, his team mates,
the Senior and Junior committees and not ever forgetting Paddy’s brave
parents and brother.
I felt strongly, in the days that followed this tragedy, that I must pay my
respects to them, so made the visit I never ever dreamt I would be making
as Junior Chairman. Their strong composed attitude to the tragic loss of

their son, actually gave me strength and I fed this into the campaign. Every
time I visited to update them, they showed me the greatest respect and my
strength for the production of the poster only increased.
While I had plenty of ideas for the poster in my head, getting them on
paper wasn’t going to be easy. I am no graphic designer! So, I enlisted the
help of a dear friend who was more than capable of translating my ideas into
a suitable format. Between us we came up with the image you see before
you today. Copyrighted only to protect its image.
As a regular attendee at the monthly Devon RFU sub-committee
meetings, I had taken my vision to the February meeting, immediately
following Paddy’s death. I remain indebted to Mark Goodman and his
committee for backing the production of 5000 copies, to be rolled out to
all Devon Rugby clubs in March, when I took the draft version along to the
meeting.
Such a proud moment, if that’s the right thing to say, following the
horrendous loss of life at such a young age. Paddy’s parents were consulted
all the way and fully back the poster campaign.
I really didn’t think that I could get any prouder than I had become –
however - once Nigel Owens used the image on his Instagram account the
#youarenotalone campaign was born.
Thank you, Teignmouth RFC, for the original re tweeting of the poster
following its roll out to all Devon rugby clubs.
Update - the campaign has attracted some funding recently, which will be
used to further promote the poster, aiming to achieve as wide an audience
as possible. Enquiries for the poster to date have been received from Jersey,
England Hockey and many others. Gloucestershire Safeguarding was the
very first to approach me and I remain absolutely delighted they have seen
fit to roll it out to all clubs in Gloucestershire at the beginning of the 2018-19
season.
As for me, I was very fortunate to be nominated for the Mitsubishi
Volunteers of the Season award whose regional rounds were held in midMay. A huge honour for not only myself but Cullompton RFC who allowed
me the platform to see this project through. I will carry on the fight to try
and ensure mental health, from which we all suffer to some degree, is talked
about and ‘out there’.
#youarenotalone
Deb Whiteway – Cullompton RFC Junior Chairman
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CLUB NEWS
BT Sports Night at Clifton RFC
At the very end of August, Wyn Tingley, Clifton’s Chairman, read that BT
Sport Tonight were looking for venues for their flagship rugby programme,
Rugby Tonight on Tour.Armed with his iPhone, he spent the first Sunday
morning of the new season convincing members from all parts of the Club
to shout “You should come to Clifton!” 24 hours later BT Sport were
indeed coming to Clifton.
Just 10 days later the main function room at Station Road was converted
into a TV studio and they were away! From the ‘Smashometer’ to special
coaching from Steven Luatua and Ian Madigan (Bristol Bears) it was a very
special day.
Many thanks to the amazing volunteers who made the day so enjoyab;e
and to all the young players who showed off the wonderful rugby family that
is Clifton RFC.

Injured Players Foundation Social Sevens @ St Mary’s Old Boys RFC
Nigel O’Faircheallaigh of St Nicks Gaelic

St. Mary’s OBs held their first Sevens tournament to raise money and
awareness for the Injured Players Foundation. The IPF is a charity that looks
after injured rugby players that have suffered catastrophic injuries at all levels
of rugby. A team of volunteers (and players), led by injured player, Liam
O’Keeffe, managed to get ten men’s teams and six women’s teams to enter
this first competition. Teams entered from all over the south of England
giving a cosmopolitan feel to the occasion.
The men’s competition started as two leagues, followed by knockout
rugby. Although the tournament was social, the rugby played was highly
competitive and eventually won by Connolly’s Sevens who beat North
Bristol in the final. Connolly Sevens was established to raise awareness for
the Brain Tumour Charity, following the death of their former coach James
Connolly.
BT Sport filming live
at Clifton RFC - GRFU
Treasurer featured!

Tammy Howells of St Mary’s Ladies

Wyn Tingley, Clifton
Chairman (right)

Clifton Accreditation Renewed
Congratulations to Clifton RFC on having its RFU Accreditation renewed this
season.
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Pictured above is Neil Loader presenting to Wyn Tingley
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The women’s competition took on a round-robin format. Just like the men’s
rugby, it was highly competitive and played in the great spirit of rugby. When
teams were short of players or depleted as a result of injuries, each team
would generously lend players to balance things out. Eventually Sheffield
Ladies came out on top with an undefeated afternoon, closely followed by
St Mary’s Ladies.
The event ended in high spirits with a very social evening involving a
live band and a disco. With a raffle and all other proceeds going to the IPF
charity, the final total just exceeded £3,000.
Many thanks to all the volunteers who donated their time and energy and
to St Mary’s OBs for hosting the event.
Editor’s comment - “Well done Liam, what a great contribution
and let’s hope that it does continue as an annual event.”
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CHELTENHAM RFC - Death of a Famous Player
WPC Davies aged 89

Phil Davies was born in Abberley, Worcs and was
educated at Denstone College and Cambridge
University. He joined Cheltenham RFC in 1950
when the town club had a formidable fixture list.
The team included Tom Price who played for
Gloucester and England.
At the end of the season, Phil moved to

London and the club recommended that he
be given a trial with the famous Harlequins.
Subsequently he was selected to partner Jeff
Butterfield, providing one of the finest-ever pair
of centres in the English game.
Phil won eleven caps for England between
1953 and 1958 and was selected to tour South

Africa with the British Lions in 1955. He played
in 2 of the 4 tests and scored a try in their
undefeated series.
While Headmaster at Cheltenham College
Junior School, Phil became President of the town
rugby club [1972-1985] and, during his tenure,
helped steer the club through difficult times.
As a Life Member, he
took an active role in recent
developments, supporting
the club’s acquisition of an
artificial grass pitch and RFU
specification changing rooms.
An acorn, germinated from
an oak tree first planted in
Henry V111’s time [c.1500]
and moved to Newlands
Park, has been planted as a
memorial to Cheltenham’s
most famous former player.
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John Woodward, Tiger’s
Historian, writes “Phil Davies
was a huge figure in the
history of our club. A true
gentleman who will be sadly
missed.”
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CONGRATULATIONS TO 7 BAMBOOS
Following the sixth consecutive season on the circuit, the first-ever
GRFU affiliated 7s club 7 Bamboos RFC was rewarded with the “Best
Managed Team” Award by the leading 7s magazine, UR7s.
This is the first time UR7s organised the end of season awards
to determine teams in different categories, such as “best women’s
team”, “best social side” and “best open team”. Following a process
of nominations, the two teams with the most votes get shortlisted.
Eventually, in another 24-hour voting period, the public vote via social
media for the winner.
In the final vote it came down to a face-off between 7 Bamboos
RFC and the Apache 7s, one of the longest running and most
successful teams on the circuit. Bamboos Chairman, Max Lueck said:
“It was a great honour to get shortlisted against such a prestigious
team like the Apache. To win the award, in the end, was the cherry
on top.”
Around 3000 votes were submitted in the “best-managed team”
category. It was a tight contest but more than 1700 votes for the
Bamboos secured the award in the end.
Well done 7 Bamboos!!

Berry Hill RFC – NatWest supported
our busy summer

Thornbury RFC
Charlie Powell presents his international jersey to
Thornbury RFC

After over 40 years of use, major repairs were needed to secure the
club house roof, having previously created patches for numerous
leaks. A strong desire for internal improvements meant there was no
point in starting until the roof work was carried out.
Having obtained a number of quotes and unsuccessful grant
applications, it was decided that the best course of action was to carry
out the work themselves over a weekend. On one of the hottest
days of the summer, work began on the Friday and was completed
on one of the wettest days on the Friday afternoon. Stage 2 was to
complete the other side in mid-August.
The club is still trying to raise the money for the flat section, which is
also in need of repair and will hopefully be done during the season.
The membership workforce was led by Dave Kearsey and Julian
Evans, with the scaffolding provided by player Mark Gwynne.

Current Bristol player, Charlie Powell, has presented Thornbury with the jersey
he wore when winning an England U18 cap last season.
A former Thornbury Broncos back-three player, Charlie has worked through
the Bristol Academy
and first played for
Bristol last season
when still only
seventeen. He
played for England
U18s at the end of
the season against
Wales at Pontypridd.
Throughout last
season, Charlie
visited his junior club
Thornbury when his
Bristol commitments
allowed. He
presented his shirt
to Thornbury
Chairman, Geoff
Sprackman, ahead
of Thornbury’s
opening league
game with
Bridgwater.

RFU Accreditations
The RFU Accreditation Scheme is one which all clubs should
aspire to and, with the help of your RDO, there’s nothing stopping
any club from achieving this award. It only requires a club to
operate using best practice, according to the rules and regulations
of the RFU which, after all, should be the way your club is run
anyway. Talk to your RDO, who will help you “tick all the boxes”
with, hopefully, the minimum of effort from your committee and
members.
In the south of the county, Old Elizabethan’s have received a
new accreditation and Kingswood, Dings, Clifton & Bristol Saracens have all been re-accredited.
We would also like to congratulate Old Elizabethans for obtaining the RFF grant for clubhouse maintenance and security.
In the north, our congratulations go to Fairford, Gloucester All
Blues, Hucclecote and Spartans, all of which have qualified for RFU
Accreditation.
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FEATURED CLUB
KINGSWOOD RFC
Kingswood are in celebratory mood. They have just had their accreditation
updated and received club mark status.

Left to right - Mark Oakley (Club Captain). Derek Golding (Chairman).
Rich Caines (President) Roger Windsor, Nigel Gillingham (GRFU)

With a new 25-year lease and
planning permission for 4 new
changing rooms, the club is looking
to upgrade its existing changing
rooms, the club house and car park
and include additional floodlights. It
all amounts to a comprehensive redevelopment programme.
Chairman, Derek Golding, was
recently a finalist in the Crabbies
National Awards for a Lifetime in
Rugby and Roger Windsor received
his GRFU Gloucestershire Award
(pictured above) from Nigel
Gillingham, RFU Council Member Oli and Derek Golding
for GRFU.
On the playing side, Kingswood has its first ever U18 girls’ team and
first colts for 15 years! With the appointment of Leo Costello as Backs
Coach, alongside Head Coach, Dave Tomlin, playing in Wadworth 6X
Gloucestershire 2 South, Kingswood is hoping for success in that league.

KINGSWOOD 02 TOUCH GOES FROM
STRENGTH TO STRENGTH TOO

13/10/2018
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A six-week touch demo was launched by the RFU to encourage more
people into rugby on a more accessible level and Kingswood Touch team
was launched back in 2013.
Seniors, mums and dads from Kingswood RFC all had a go and
thoroughly enjoyed it! So much so that when the gents returned to their
pre-season training, gearing up for the new season of contact, a group of
enthusiastic mums decided it was too good an opportunity to miss. The
official launch of Kingswood RFC Ladies (at that time) was celebrated in
March 2014.
Under the supervision of Mike Panoho, the club became an 02 Touch
Centre in June 2016. This has proved a useful addition, both financially
and socially, helping attract more players to the club through social media
presence.
More recently, Kingswood took advantage of the glorious summer & held
its second touch tournament. A number of local teams across Bristol were
invited to join in a morning of touch rugby. This was a great success & will
definitely be repeated in the summer of 2019.
As Autumn approaches, the touch team is back playing competitive touch
in the Bath League. If you fancy a run round with the team, training is on
a Wednesday from 6:30pm & continues throughout the year. Kingswood
is very proud of the fact that it is very much a team effort and lucky to
have really motivated, dedicated people who make it what it is. They have
members who have been there from the start, 5 years ago and have also
gained so many new friends along the way who they have welcomed to the
Kingswood RFC family!

KINGSWOOD OLD KODGERS RACE TO
GLORY – WELL, OK, WALK TO GLORY!!

Kingswood Walking Rugby Group
With Walking Rugby winning Kingswood multiple accolades, the club can
claim that they are offering rugby from the ages of 6 to 66 for all abilities and
each sex.
Walking Rugby, for those not familiar with the game, is a low impact,
simplified version of rugby played at walking pace. It is aimed at those over
50 with an emphasis on fun & inclusivity.
KOKs have been meeting & playing since the spring of 2017. It came
about after a couple of ex Kingswood RFC players got a taste for the game,
having attended Walking Rugby sessions at Ashton Gate under the auspices
of Bristol Community Foundation.
Initially, consisting mainly of ex Kingswood RFC players, the group has
evolved and is now made up of ex-players from quite a number of clubs,
with players of both sexes who had no previous knowledge of rugby. They
also host a number of players with special needs & disabilities. The group
meets to train & play every week, as well as playing other walking rugby
teams on an individual basis. Where practicable, they take part in all the
walking rugby festivals within reasonable travelling distance.
Despite KOKs being such an inclusive group, they have been very
successful in all of the tournaments they have entered & have established a
reputation as the team to beat.
11:35
There is also an active social side, which usually includes eating & drinking,
but mainly having fun & making sure everyone gets the chance to enjoy
themselves.
Although they play very competitively against each other & in
tournaments, their absolute commitment is to getting exercise in a light
hearted & inclusive atmosphere.
Honours to date:
Winners 2017 Bristol Walking Rugby Festival
Winners 2018 Salisbury Walking Rugby Festival
Winners 2018 Kingswood Walking Rugby Festival
Winners 2018 National Vintage Games Walking Rugby
Runners up 2018 Devon RFU (Topsham) Walking Rugby Festival
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>ĂƵŶĐŚtĞĞŬĐĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐŽŶϭƐƚ^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌ͕ďǇŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵZƵŐďǇ
ůƵď͕ƚŽŚĞƌĂůĚƚŚĞŶĞǁĨůŽŽĚůŝƚ'WĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ͕ǁŚĞŶŽǀĞƌϱϬϬŵĞŶ͕
ǁŽŵĞŶ͕ďŽǇƐĂŶĚŐŝƌůƐƉůĂǇĞĚŽŶƚŚĞƉŝƚĐŚĨŽƌƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚƚŝŵĞ͘
ZƵŐďǇϯϲϱƌƚŝĨŝĐŝĂů'ƌĂƐƐWŝƚĐŚ;'WͿ 

Cheltenham RFC
celebrates
ΛŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵZƵŐďǇůƵď
ΛŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵZƵŐďǇůƵď
dŚĞ'WǁĂƐĨŽƌŵĂůůǇŽƉĞŶĞĚďǇůĞǆŚĂůŬ͘DWĨŽƌŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵ͕ĂŬĞĞŶ

AGP
opening

ƌƵŐďǇĞŶƚŚƵƐŝĂƐƚ͘


ZƵŐďǇϯϲϱƌƚŝĨŝĐŝĂů'ƌĂƐƐWŝƚĐŚ;'WͿ





>ĂƵŶĐŚtĞĞŬĐĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐŽŶϭƐƚ^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌ͕ďǇŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵZƵŐďǇ
ůƵď͕ƚŽŚĞƌĂůĚƚŚĞŶĞǁĨůŽŽĚůŝƚ'WĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ͕ǁŚĞŶŽǀĞƌϱϬϬŵĞŶ͕
>ĂƵŶĐŚtĞĞŬĐĞůĞďƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐŽŶϭƐƚ^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌ͕ďǇŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵZƵŐďǇ
ǁŽŵĞŶ͕ďŽǇƐĂŶĚŐŝƌůƐƉůĂǇĞĚŽŶƚŚĞƉŝƚĐŚĨŽƌƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚƚŝŵĞ͘

ůƵď͕ƚŽŚĞƌĂůĚƚŚĞŶĞǁĨůŽŽĚůŝƚ'WĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ͕ǁŚĞŶŽǀĞƌϱϬϬŵĞŶ͕
dŚĞ'WǁĂƐĨŽƌŵĂůůǇŽƉĞŶĞĚďǇůĞǆŚĂůŬ͘DWĨŽƌŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵ͕ĂŬĞĞŶ
ǁŽŵĞŶ͕ďŽǇƐĂŶĚŐŝƌůƐƉůĂǇĞĚŽŶƚŚĞƉŝƚĐŚĨŽƌƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚƚŝŵĞ͘
ƌƵŐďǇĞŶƚŚƵƐŝĂƐƚ͘
dŚĞ'WǁĂƐĨŽƌŵĂůůǇŽƉĞŶĞĚďǇůĞǆŚĂůŬ͘DWĨŽƌŚĞůƚĞŶŚĂŵ͕ĂŬĞĞŶ
ƌƵŐďǇĞŶƚŚƵƐŝĂƐƚ͘


ůĞǆŚĂůŬDWĐƵƚƚŝŶŐƚŚĞƌŝďďŽŶ͕ǁŝƚŚ^ŝŵŽŶŽůůǇĞƌͲƌŝƐƚŽǁ͕ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐƚŚĞZ&h͕^ƚĞǀĞ
ZĂƚĐůŝĨĨĞ͕ĂǀĞdŽǁƐĞŶĚĂŶĚĂǀŝĚǀĂŶƐ͕Z&ŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞŵĞŶ͘


'WdŝŵĞůŝŶĞΛEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ



/ŶϮϬϬϵƚŚĞůƵďƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞĚƚŽĂůĞƚƚĞƌĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ'Z&hĂƐŬŝŶŐƚŚĞ'WƚŽďĞŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ&ĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐ
WůĂŶϮϬϬϵͬϮϬϭϭƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚďǇĂϯϬƉĂŐĞ&ĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇZĞƉŽƌƚ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐĂƵƐŝŶĞƐƐĂŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚWůĂŶ͘

EŽƚƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů͘


ůĞǆŚĂůŬDWĐƵƚƚŝŶŐƚŚĞƌŝďďŽŶ͕ǁŝƚŚ^ŝŵŽŶŽůůǇĞƌͲƌŝƐƚŽǁ͕ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐƚŚĞZ&h͕^ƚĞǀĞ

DĂƌĐŚϮϬϭϬdĞǁŬĞƐďƵƌǇŽƌŽƵŐŚŽƵŶĐŝůĂƉƉƌŽǀĂůƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚĨŽƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽĨ'WĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ͘
ZĂƚĐůŝĨĨĞ͕ĂǀĞdŽǁƐĞŶĚĂŶĚĂǀŝĚǀĂŶƐ͕Z&ŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞŵĞŶ͘


'WdŝŵĞůŝŶĞΛEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ




/Ŷ&ĞďƌƵĂƌǇϮϬϭϰĂŶĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶǁĂƐƐƵďŵŝƚƚĞĚĨŽƌĂŐƌĂŶƚŽĨάϰϴϳ<͕ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚWĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ&ƵŶĚŝŶŐƚŽ
^ƉŽƌƚŶŐůĂŶĚ͘EŽƚƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů͘

June 2016 the RFU announced that a Rugby World Cup legacy of AGP’s for grass roots rugby clubs was
/ŶϮϬϬϵƚŚĞůƵďƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞĚƚŽĂůĞƚƚĞƌĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ'Z&hĂƐŬŝŶŐƚŚĞ'WƚŽďĞŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ&ĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐ
ůĂƵŶĐŚĞĚ͘tĞĐŽŶƚĂĐƚĞĚƚŚĞZ&hĂŶĚůĂƚĞƌŝŶƚŚĞǇĞĂƌŝƚǁĂƐĐŽŶĨŝƌŵĞĚƚŚĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬǁĂƐĞůŝŐŝďůĞ͕
WůĂŶϮϬϬϵͬϮϬϭϭƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚďǇĂϯϬƉĂŐĞ&ĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇZĞƉŽƌƚ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐĂƵƐŝŶĞƐƐĂŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚWůĂŶ͘

ďƵƚƐƵďũĞĐƚƚŽĨĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇĂŶĚĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůĐŚĞĐŬƐ͕ŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚĨŽƌ>ĞĂƐĞƚŽďĞŐƌĂŶƚĞĚĂŶĚĨƵƌƚŚĞƌƉůĂŶŶŝŶŐ
EŽƚƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů͘



ĂƉƉƌŽǀĂů͕ĨŽƌĨůŽŽĚůŝŐŚƚƐ͘

DĂƌĐŚϮϬϭϬdĞǁŬĞƐďƵƌǇŽƌŽƵŐŚŽƵŶĐŝůĂƉƉƌŽǀĂůƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚĨŽƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽĨ'WĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ͘
tŽƌŬĐŽŵŵĞŶĐĞĚϮϰƚŚDĂƌĐŚϮϬϭϴĂŶĚĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚϭϰƚŚ:ƵůǇϮϬϭϴ͘^ƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů

Alex/Ŷ&ĞďƌƵĂƌǇϮϬϭϰĂŶĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶǁĂƐƐƵďŵŝƚƚĞĚĨŽƌĂŐƌĂŶƚŽĨάϰϴϳ<͕ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚWĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ&ƵŶĚŝŶŐƚŽ
representing the RFU, Steve Ratcliffe, Dave Townsend and David Evans,

 Chalk MP cutting the ribbon, with Simon Collyer-Bristow,

ůĞǆŚĂůŬDWĐƵƚƚŝŶŐƚŚĞƌŝďďŽŶ͕ǁŝƚŚ^ŝŵŽŶŽůůǇĞƌͲƌŝƐƚŽǁ͕ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐƚŚĞZ&h͕^ƚĞǀĞ
CRFC
Committee
^ƉŽƌƚŶŐůĂŶĚ͘EŽƚƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů͘
ZĂƚĐůŝĨĨĞ͕ĂǀĞdŽǁƐĞŶĚĂŶĚĂǀŝĚǀĂŶƐ͕Z&ŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞŵĞŶ͘
June 2016 the RFU announced that a Rugby World Cup legacy of AGP’s for grass roots rugby clubs was



ůĂƵŶĐŚĞĚ͘tĞĐŽŶƚĂĐƚĞĚƚŚĞZ&hĂŶĚůĂƚĞƌŝŶƚŚĞǇĞĂƌŝƚǁĂƐĐŽŶĨŝƌŵĞĚƚŚĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬǁĂƐĞůŝŐŝďůĞ͕

Launch
Week celebrations started on 1st September by Cheltenham Rugby
24th March 2018 - work commenced and completed 14th July 2018 ďƵƚƐƵďũĞĐƚƚŽĨĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇĂŶĚĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůĐŚĞĐŬƐ͕ŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚĨŽƌ>ĞĂƐĞƚŽďĞŐƌĂŶƚĞĚĂŶĚĨƵƌƚŚĞƌƉůĂŶŶŝŶŐ
Club,
to herald the new floodlit AGP at Newlands Park, when over 500
successful
ĂƉƉƌŽǀĂů͕ĨŽƌĨůŽŽĚůŝŐŚƚƐ͘
'WdŝŵĞůŝŶĞΛEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ
men, women, boys andƚŚ girls played on the pitch for ƚŚthe first time. The
DĂƌĐŚϮϬϭϴĂŶĚĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĚϭϰ :ƵůǇϮϬϭϴ͘^ƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů
AGPtŽƌŬĐŽŵŵĞŶĐĞĚϮϰ
was formally opened
by Alex Chalk. MP for Cheltenham, a keen rugby
The highlight of the Launch Week was on Wednesday 5th September when
enthusiast.
a Sportsman’s Dinner, to celebrate the AGP and new Changing Rooms, was
/ŶϮϬϬϵƚŚĞůƵďƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞĚƚŽĂůĞƚƚĞƌĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ'Z&hĂƐŬŝŶŐƚŚĞ'WƚŽďĞŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ&ĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐ

held at Newlands Park. 250 guests enjoyed a great evening, hosted by TV
WůĂŶϮϬϬϵͬϮϬϭϭƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚďǇĂϯϬƉĂŐĞ&ĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇZĞƉŽƌƚ͕ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐĂƵƐŝŶĞƐƐĂŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚWůĂŶ͘
pundit, Jill Douglas, with superb entertainment from Wayne Barnes, David
AGP Timeline @ Newlands Park
Flatman and Danielle Waterman.
2009
the
Club
responded
to
a
letter
from
GRFU
asking
the
AGP
to
be
EŽƚƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů͘
included in the Facilities Plan2009/2011, supported by a 30-page Feasibility
Funds were also raised for the Trust Fund for Mike Crisp’s son. Many will
Report, including a Business and Development Plan - not successful.
know Mike Crisp, former No 10 for Cheltenham, is suffering from Motor
DĂƌĐŚϮϬϭϬdĞǁŬĞƐďƵƌǇŽƌŽƵŐŚŽƵŶĐŝůĂƉƉƌŽǀĂůƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚĨŽƌĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽĨ'WĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬ͘
March 2010 - Tewkesbury Borough Council approval received for Develop- Neuron Disease.
ment of AGP at Newlands Park.
The Week started with a Primary School Tag Festival, followed by Secondary
/Ŷ&ĞďƌƵĂƌǇϮϬϭϰĂŶĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶǁĂƐƐƵďŵŝƚƚĞĚĨŽƌĂŐƌĂŶƚŽĨάϰϴϳ<͕ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚWĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ&ƵŶĚŝŶŐƚŽ
School training session, Year 10 school matches, Inner Warrior coaching,
February 2014 - an application was submitted for a grant of £487K, together
Cheltenham M& Y training sessions, Tiger Cubs and, at the weekend, league
^ƉŽƌƚŶŐůĂŶĚ͘EŽƚƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů͘
with Partnership Funding to Sport England - not successful.
matches for men and women. Over 45 hours of rugby were played in one
June 2016 - the RFU announced that a Rugby World Cup legacy of AGPs for week and bookings show it will get busier.
June 2016
announced
a Rugby
World
Cup legacy of AGP’s for grass roots rugby clubs was
grassthe
roots RFU
rugby clubs
was launched. that
Cheltenham
RFC contacted
the RFU
The new Changing Room Block was officially opened on Saturday 20th
and
later
in
the
year
it
was
confirmed
that
Newlands
Park
was
eligible,
but
ůĂƵŶĐŚĞĚ͘tĞĐŽŶƚĂĐƚĞĚƚŚĞZ&hĂŶĚůĂƚĞƌŝŶƚŚĞǇĞĂƌŝƚǁĂƐĐŽŶĨŝƌŵĞĚƚŚĂƚEĞǁůĂŶĚƐWĂƌŬǁĂƐĞůŝŐŝďůĞ͕
October, with a Sponsor’s Lunch, prior to the First XV league match.
subject to feasibility and financial checks, Agreement for Lease to be granted
and
further
planning
approval
for
floodlights.
ďƵƚƐƵďũĞĐƚƚŽĨĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇĂŶĚĨŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůĐŚĞĐŬƐ͕ŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚĨŽƌ>ĞĂƐĞƚŽďĞŐƌĂŶƚĞĚĂŶĚĨƵƌƚŚĞƌƉůĂŶŶŝŶŐ
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NORTH BRISTOL AGP
OFFICIALLY OPENED
The new 3G AGP facility was officially opened
on Saturday 15 September.
At a well-attended event on 15 Sept 2018 at North Bristol RFC, the
RFU’s latest all-weather pitch was officially opened. The investment is
the latest as part of the RFU’s strategy to make sure that there is yearround pitch availability across the country. The development will provide
a 3G pitch, perimeter fencing, dugouts, new floodlighting and storage for
equipment.
The RFU selected North Bristol as one of 100 clubs across the country
to benefit from its £60 million investment. One of the reasons for the
investment is to cut the number of matches cancelled due to bad weather,
providing all weather training opportunities.
Ken Rendell, North Bristol President, stated “the grass pitches at the club
had good drainage and it was rare for matches to be cancelled. However,
the RFU approached us because our geographical position allows easy
access for community use. There is also a thriving Mini & Youth section and
a growing Women’s section at the club.”

After the ceremonies N Bristol U15s played Clevedon.
The facility provides for community use by schools, other rugby clubs and
other organisations. North Bristol RFC will get 12 hours free provision per
week.
Bookings should be made through the AGP booking section on the RFU
website, and NOT through the rugby club.
Costs per hour (excluding VAT):				
Peak
Off-peak
Rugby Clubs
£90.00
£40.00		
Local Rugby Partnership
£30.00
£20.00
Non-Rugby
£120.00
£50.00
The facility is available for use until 10pm Monday to Friday and until 8pm at
weekends.
Artificial Grass Pitches are becoming increasingly popular in rugby union
because of their durability and all-weather use. There are several AGP
pitches in the Bristol area - at Filton College, Lockleaze Sports Centre,
University of Bristol and at Dings Crusaders RFC. Lockleaze Sports Centre
has already held 3 matches on the same day.
In the north of the County there is the brand new AGP at Cheltenham
RFC and one opened last year at Oxstalls Campus at the University of
Gloucestershire.

The new facilty was officially opened when Adrian Siddorn, Chairman of
GRFU and Bristol Rugby Union Combination, cut the ribbon – pictured
below.

North Bristol U15s v Clevedon U15s

Geoff Twentyman’s view

Geoff talking to Adrian Siddorn

To commerate the occasion, Nigel Gillingham presented N Bristol RFC
President Ken Rendell with a Dartington Glass comemorative vase.

Nigel Gillingham at North Bristol AGP Opening
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It was great to be at the official opening of the hugely impressive 3G pitch at
North Bristol rugby club. I remember giving out the exciting news on my
rugby show that NBRFC had been chosen by the RFU to host the facility.
I did a feature on the club on The Scrum last season and saw the pitches
in winter. They were pretty uninviting; wet and muddy in places – typical, I
guess, of rugby pitches up and down the country.
The new playing area has transformed the club. The new pitch is a real
21st century facility – it’s immaculate and the surrounding fence and flood
lights add to the glamour. The facilities have been further enhanced by
refurbished, modern changing rooms. Quite rightly everyone at the club
is very proud of the new jewel in their crown. Credit must also go to the
RFU as they continue to deliver their ambitious and expensive programme
across the county. It’s a fitting legacy from the World Cup.
Sport is about many things – participation, well-being, ability and
opportunity are high on the list. Add to that good coaching, enjoyment and
decent facilities. For too long, facilities in Bristol have been lacking, but this is
further evidence that things are definitely improving.
I genuinely hope that lots of clubs use the new pitch at North Bristol – it
would be an uplifting and worthwhile experience, especially if their own
pitches are uninviting, wet and muddy in places.
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SPECIAL FEATURE
MIXED ABILITY RUGBY – MAR
What is it?
The Mixed Ability Rugby Model encourages social
inclusion by removing barriers to participation. It’s aimed
at people who feel unable to join mainstream grassroots
clubs or groups, due to physical or mental health issues,
size, shape, age, disability, prolonged inactivity, or a
perception of “not being good enough”.
Qualified coaches adapt training sessions,
so everyone can be included and feel part of a
team and not be labelled (labels are for jam jars
not people). Playing games up and down the
country, the Gloucester Griffins (Longlevens
Mixed Ability Team) is
gaining recognition within
Gloucestershire and beyond.
The game follows the
laws of rugby, except for
uncontested scrums and
players wearing a bib cannot
do contact, rather than being
involved in tackling. They
simply do a two handed
touch, simulating a tackle
and go down to form a ruck.
Therefore, it is excellent for
players who have an injury
and thought they could
never play again.
This is a story of how the
Gloucester Griffins were
formed, thanks to an RFU &
Gloucester Rugby initiative
called Project Rugby.
Project Rugby is a joint initiative between
Premiership Rugby and England Rugby. The
community participation initiative is designed to
increase participation in the game, by
people from traditionally underrepresented
groups.
A four-year programme, Project Rugby
intends to address under representation
amongst groups and communities in rugby
union, being delivered by community
coaches employed by the 14 Premiership
Rugby clubs.
Since Project Rugby started in
2017, more than 14,000 people have
participated in the programme from the
three target groups; Black Asian & Minority
Ethnic people, people from Lower SocioEconomic backgrounds and Disabled
people. Of those 14,000 people, nearly
850 have made the transition into one of
over 85 RFU affiliated grassroots clubs.
Locally, Gloucester Rugby have fully honoured
this adventure with Longlevens RFC, to strengthen
existing work but, more importantly, to develop
stripes.indd 1
new inclusive teams. Gloucester
Rugby were the
main drivers behind the work of Project Rugby, with
the sole aim of removing barriers to participation
for people with disabilities, who feel unable to join
mainstream grassroots clubs.
Talk about meeting a challenge – when it comes
to alternative forms of the game, perhaps the
most challenging is Mixed Ability Rugby (MAR), but
Longlevens RFC has risen to the challenge and with
the initial outstanding delivery of Gloucester Rugby
Community Dept (Through the Project Rugby
Programme), they have established a team and played
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their first game. And so the Gloucester Griffins
was formed. They now provide rugby for 40
adults and 70 children and it’s continuing to
grow... so watch this space!

The Club Awards evening showing winners
and coaches

Also, as noted elsewhere, Elliott Fortey, won
the prestigious Mitsubishi National Volunteer
Award of the Year, for his work with the
Griffins. What a year he’s had!!
And finally, The Gloucester Griffins are truly in
shock having heard in October, that they have
made the finals at The Believe in Gloucester
Awards. It’s a huge boost for the team’s
valued coaches Elliot, Tom, Darren, Reece
and Rich. Their thanks go to those within
Gloucester Rugby Community Department,
who got this particular project rolling and
to Longlevens RFC, Gloucestershire RFU,
Wooden Spoon, Active Gloucestershire, Dee
& Griffin Solicitors and Ash Stephens, Rugby

Development Officer of the RFU. All have
helped move the team forward and into
special needs school across the county, which
will benefit the players of the future.
The match report of their first
game follows this article and they
are looking forward to completing
new fixtures this season - including
home fixtures against Llanelli
Warriors, the Shropshire Stags and
Worcester Wanderers, as well as
Cardiff Chiefs and away fixtures v
Cardiff, Bristol Bears and Llanelli.
What is needed are more teams
locally and more players, which
we know Gloucester Rugby
are continuing to do leading the
Project Rugby Programme in the
Stroud district.
Any clubs wanting to get involved
are advised to look at these links
which provide some useful insights into MAR.
https://www.gloucesterrugby.
co.uk/2017/10/18/premiership-rugby-englandrugby-launch-project-rugby/
https://www.gloucestershirelive.co.uk/sport/
rugby/rugby-news/gloucester-rugby-join-newcommunity-644474
Anyone wishing to get involved with
the Griffins at Longlevens are welcome
to go along on any Wednesday between
6-7pm at Longlevens RFC, or those
needing more information can contact
either Rich Steward on 07842 835178
or Chris Yorke on 07875 008549
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Match Report - Gloucester
Griffins v Cardiff Chiefs 12/05/18
Held at their home ground at Longlevens RFC on
Longford Lane, the first ever club game of Mixed
Ability Rugby was held in Gloucestershire and, the
day after, the big Gloucester v Cardiff European
match in Bilbao lent added sparkle to the occasion.
With considerable support for the game, it
kicked off on a hot yet very overcast day. As
agreed prior to kick off, it was not the standard two
halves but three thirds of 20 minutes. Knowing
this, Longlevens (Gloucester Griffins) made a solid
attack and were camped within Cardiff’s 10-meter
line for a solid 10 minutes. With strong runs
from Elliot, Captain Pete and Luke in forwards,
plus Chris and Jordan in the backs, Griffins were
unable to cross the whitewash; mainly down to a
stubborn and resilient Cardiff team. The remaining
part of the 1st third was the opposite and
Longlevens had all the pressure put on to them.
The Griffins line defence was on good form and
met Cardiff with, at times, a brick wall. To finish the
third off, a loose pass from No 10 Rich, saw Chris
Y knock the ball on and the Cardiff 13 pick up the
ball and race under the posts, putting the visitors in
the lead. End of 1st third - Griffins 0-5 Cardiff.
As per the ethos of Longlevens Mixed
Ability, they rang the changes and saw 3 debut
performances from Jake, Ben and Ryan. Along
with 3 more changes it was a very different pack
from the first third. This paved the way for a huge

change to the game and Gloucester Griffins were
dominant throughout, with the forwards punching
holes in a strong Cardiff defence. This saw the
backs get quick ball and the half backs start to get
on top of their opposite numbers. From a scrum,
Chris H passed the ball to the fly half, Rich, who
took the ball up to the try line where he was
tackled, but he managed to offload the ball to

Gloucester Griffins v Worcester Wanderers

outside centre Jordan, who dived over the line
to make it 5-5. Jordan then added the extras
to put Gloucester in the lead 7-5. From the
resulting restart, the Griffins reclaimed the ball
and went through the phases with Jim, Ryan and
Ben crashing the ball up off 9 and 10. The ball
went wide, but was intercepted
and again Cardiff scored,
this time their 12 running 60
meters and Griffin wingers, Jake
and James, unable to catch him.
The second third ended Griffins
7 – 12 Cardiff after the Welsh
side added the extras.
The final third started with
the English side on the wrong
end of the score line, but trying
extremely hard to change this.
From the
start they put
Cardiff under
extreme
amounts of
pressure, with
the Gloucester pack punching
more holes into the stubborn
Cardiff defence, but the ball
was being turned over by the
Cardiff 7 time and time again.
Eventually, after a couple of big
carries by the Gloucester pack,
a miss match appeared. Fly half

Rich got the ball and sucked in two defenders,
before giving the ball to the rampant Jordan
to score his second try of the game. He again
kicked and was successful; Gloucester led 14-12.
From the resulting restart Longlevens claimed
the ball and from their own 22, with the speed
and safe hands of the Gloucester backs, took
the ball to Cardiff try line, only to be stopped by
the blue 15. From the ruck it was given to the
second row but knocked on. Cardiff then got the
ball back and started to make their way down
field. With 2 minutes left, the Welsh side had
a lineout and, off first phase, went wide. The
Cardiff 13 put on the afterburners and chipped
the ball into the corner, where the blue 15
picked up the ball and fell over the line.
Final score: Gloucester Griffins 14-17 Cardiff
Chiefs

For the first club game
held in Gloucestershire it was
fantastic to see a huge array
of pace, power and skill and
the club can’t wait to hold
more games for this everevolving type of rugby.
Men of the match:
Gloucester: Rich Steward and
Cardiff: Number 7
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MIXED ABILITY RUGBY – Sponsorship

From left to right: Tom Payne, MAR Coach, Julian Jenkins, Dee & Griffin Solicitors and Antony
Greensweig, Claims Technical Excellence and Support Consultant at sponsor Ageas

One of the biggest challenges for MAR, explained Rich Steward, is the need for sponsorship. Do
you know any individual or company that might wish to support this worthy activity?
At the moment, the senior MAR team has sponsors on and off field, but these are due to finish
this season; two of them are in fact Griffin players. Notably, Dee & Griffin Solicitors has gone
above and beyond in the last 14 months helping with transport, advice etc... as well as financially.

Any money received from sponsorship goes towards
the cost of kit to ensure the lads and ladies look and feel
part of a team. Some also supports the huge transport
costs. This is where they are hit the hardest as, for
one away trip they are always looking at a minimum
of £300-£400. They also need help with non RFU
training courses, i.e. those relating to dealing and
working with children and vulnerable adults who have
complex needs. It’s vital that their training is always
up to date but the financial constraints are challenging
when these external courses are funded by Longlevens
or the coaches themselves, which really isn’t practical.
Currently, over 40 adults and 70 children are helped
and form part of this ever growing number and it
shows no sign of slowing down. Rich said “Our vision
is to enable people of all abilities to be equal members
in clubs and communities using the power of rugby.
We need sponsors on board for all types of things,
from those listed above to training kits for the special
needs schools we go into, training equipment and
facilities.”
The Local Business Awards are designed to
recognise and thank companies across Gloucestershire,
that go above and beyond to help out Charities in the
community. Griffins nominated Dee & Griffin as they
have been fantastic, helping to sustain the groups and
providing financial support.
On the 7th September Dee & Griffin were invited
as one of finalists for the Ageas Award and all were
delighted when they won.

John Darlaston
GRFU’s newly appointed Archivist
It seems appropriate for the first GRN article ‘From the Archives’, to cover
An interesting story from the early days
briefly the early years of GRFU as they are not often reviewed.
relates to what we now know as the referee.
The Rugby Football Union lists the foundation of GRFU as 1878.
In the early history of the game, the captains
The acceptance of the full name and the year warrant some
were their own umpires and there
explanation. On 28th September 1878, at a meeting in
was no referee. The score sheets often showed disputed goals or
Gloucester, the Gloucester County Football Club was formed
tries. As the public interest increased, something had to be done
as the Constituent Body for the game in the County. From that
and so each side appointed an umpire; this in turn did not work.
body and, following a period of declining interest, the Gloucester
Then in the early 1880s referees were appointed for important
County Football Union evolved at a meeting on 11 November
games. It seems they had nothing to do with the conduct of the
1891.
game, but were called into action to make a decision if the umpires
The first General Meeting of the Union in 1891 was held at
disagreed. As the game became faster this system slowed down
the Spread Eagle Hotel in Gloucester. At that time there were
play. In 1885 the referee was given a whistle and appeared on
ten clubs affiliated to the Union: Gloucester, Clifton, R.A. College,
the field of play, but with limited powers. Umpires with flags still
Bristol, Cheltenham, Lydney, Sharpness, Dursley, Stroud and the
followed the game and the referee could not grant an ‘appeal’
Gloucester Gordon Wanderers.
until at least one of the umpires raised his flag Subsequently the
In 1908 the name was changed to the current RFU style of
umpires became ‘touch judges’ and the referee received ‘appeals’
Frank Stout,
Gloucestershire Rugby Football Union. Throughout the changes
directly from the players. Later it was agreed that the whole
England Captain
in name, each newly constituted body accepted all the previous
and County Player conduct of the game should be in the hands of the referee. The
history and achievements as their own, thus defining the continuity.
‘On Appeal’ procedure was removed from the Rugby Union Laws.
Clifton Club, through their captain J D Miller and the Gloucester
Club, through J F Brown, were mainly responsible for the establishment
An interesting definition from those early days - the player we now know
of the County Club in 1878-9. It seems that the only real function of the
as the ‘scrum half’ was called the ‘scrum worker’.
County Club was the organisation of matches against other area or county
More history ‘From the Archives’ in the next edition of the GRN!
bodies. The first match was against Somerset at Weston Super Mare on 2
January 1879. Somerset was then ten years old. In the years that followed
The GRFU Archives Appeal from John Darlaston
there were some notable wins, particularly against South Wales at Cardiff.
This is an appeal to Clubs in GRFU to provide information on the
However, there was a decline in interest after five or so years. This decline
history of their Club. I am not looking for lengthy statements but simply
was halted when the Gloucester players started to take a greater interest
one or two paragraphs on the significant points in the history of the
in the County side and were supported by Bristol. A wider interest, both
Club. This way an archive can be established covering the whole of the
on and off the field, lead to the change from County Club to Union in
County. If you are able to provide information please email it directly to
1891. The County Championship came into being in 1889 and the County
me at: archivist@gloucestershirerfu.co.uk
achieved considerable success over the years.
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF
RFU BRISTOL STAFF
Becca O’Neil
Rugby Development Officer - Main Club Contact
Email: beccao’neil@rfu.co.uk
Tel: 07892 755802
Dave Hilton
Community Rugby Coach - Gloucestershire
Email: davehilton@rfu.com
Tel: 07809 512429

Heinrich Schlehmeyer
Community Rugby Coach - Gloucestershire
Email: heinrichschlehmeyer@rfu.com

Aretians RFC
Avonmouth OB RFC
Bristol Rugby RFC
Bristol Saracens RFC
Clifton RFC
Kingswood RFC
North Bristol RFC
Old Elizabethans RFC
Southmead RFC
Ashley Down OB RFC
Barton Hill RFC
Old Bristolians RFC
University of Bristol RFC

Bishopston RFC
Bristol Aeroplane RFC
Bristol Youth
Bristol Ladies
Cleve RFC
Dings Crusaders RFC
Old Colstonians RFC
University WoE RFC
Whitehall RFC
Bristol Telephones RFC
Bristol Bisons RFC
Broad Plain RFC
Cotham Park RFC

Cainscross RFC
Cirencester RFC
Dursley RFC
Fairford RFC
Minchinhampton RFC
Painswick RFC
Stroud RFC
Tetbury RFC
Wotton RFC
Thornbury RFC
St Marys Old Boys RFC
Yate RFC
Cheltenham RFC

Cheltenham North RFC
Cheltenham Civil
Service RFC
Cheltenham
Saracens RFC
Norton RFC
Old Patesians RFC
Smiths RFC
Stow-on-the-Wold RFC
Tewkesbury RFC
Chipping Sodbury RFC
Frampton Cotterell RFC

Brockworth RFC
Coney Hill RFC
Chosen Hill FP RFC
Gloucester Rugby
Gloucester Old Boys RFC
Hucclecote RFC
Longlevens RFC
Matson RFC
Old Centralians RFC
Old Cryptians RFC
Old Richians RFC
University of
Gloucestershire RFC
Widden Old Boys RFC

7 Bamboos Rugby RFC
Berry Hill RFC
Bream RFC
Cinderford RFC
Drybrook RFC
Gordon League RFC
Gloucester All Blues RFC
Hardwicke & Quedgeley
Quins RFC
Hartpury College RFC
Lydney RFC
Newent RFC
Spartans RFC
Westbury-on-Severn RFC

Tel: tbc

RFU CHELTENHAM & STROUD STAFF
Neil Loader
Rugby Development Officer - Main Club Contact
Email: neilloader@rfu.com
Tel: 07809 199944
Ben Smith
Community Rugby Coach - Gloucestershire
Email: bensmith@rfu.com
Tel: 07711 385921
Simon Martin
Community Rugby Coach - Gloucestershire
Email: simonmartin@rfu.com

Tel: 07885 449445

RFU
GLOUCESTER & FOREST
RFU
GLOUCESTER
FORESTSTAFF
STAFF
Ashley
Ashley Stephens
Stephens
Rugby
Development
OfficerͲ -Main
MainClub
ClubContact
Contact
Rugby Development Officer
Email:
Email: ashleystephens@rfu.com
ashleystephens@rfu.com
Tel:
07545
920992
Tel: 07545920992

Jake
JakeMcMahon
McMahon
Community
Rugby Coach
CoachͲ -Gloucestershire
Gloucestershire
Community Rugby
Email:
jakemcmahon@rfu.com
Email: jakemcmahon@rfu.com
Tel:
07710
379665
Tel: 07710379665

Ceri Large
Ceri Large
Community Rugby Coach - Gloucestershire
Community Rugby Coach Ͳ Gloucestershire
Email: cerilarge@rfu.com
Email: cerilarge@rfu.com
Tel:
967745
Tel:07734
07734967745
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Chosen Hill FP RFC

Bream RFC

Dowty RFC
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AREA SPECIALIST STAFF
Don Parsons - Area Manager
Tel: 07736 722495
Email: donparsons@rfu.com

Jon Bendle - Facilities & Funding
Manager
Tel: 07753 881272
Email: jonbendle@rfu.com

Dusty Miller - Area Training Manager
Tel: 07715 856725
Email: dustymiller@rfu.com

Jonathan Pearce
- University Partnership Officer
Tel: 07850 982229
Email: jonathanpearce@rfu.com

Alan Hubbleday
- Player Pathway Officer

Clare Daniels

Tel: 07764 960374

- Match Officials Development Officer

Email: alanhubbleday@rfu.com

Tel: 07894 783378
Email: claredaniels@rfu.com

Morgana Simpson receives GRFU
Honorary Life Membership
At the Stroud Combination meeting on
3rd September 2018, Keith Gee, GRFU
President, presented Morgana with a
certificate commemorating her award of
Honorary Life Membership. Morgana left
the RFU to take up her new post with Sport
England in September, having joined as RDO
for Stroud & Cheltenham in December 2012
supporting Area1.

Whilst she did not have a background in
rugby, she had vast experience of working in
tennis with the LTA. As an avid netball player
too, it was only the shape of the ball that was
different!
She quickly got up to speed with many of
the common problems and issues faced by
those valued volunteers who run rugby clubs
in our ever-changing world. She has also

Morgana receiving award

helped shape the role of the RDO
and has provided excellent off-field
advice to her clubs.
She has built up a strong network
throughout her clubs, mainly in the
North of the County. She’s worked
particularly closely with Dursley RFC
and Tewkesbury RFC, gaining the
respect of those she has worked
with by showing tenacity and
attention to detail.
For her part she says that she
has enjoyed working in the ‘rugby
family’; in particular with people
who are passionate about their
sport. While they are fiercely
competitive when playing, they are
totally supportive of each other
afterwards in the interests of the
game as a whole.
She will be missed by us all but
we hope to stay in touch via her
links in her new role. So GRFU
wishes her well in her future
career and we say “au revoir” not
goodbye.
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O2 Touch Reaches Milestone
The RFU is reaching out to the burgeoning fitness community, in a bid to
drive grassroots rugby growth, through its O2 Touch initiative.
The format, which particularly targets the 18-30 demographic, has been
analysed for its cardio benefits by experts at STAT Sports, who concluded
that players burn an average 500 calories per session.
O2 Touch, which is coordinated with O2, has been developed as a
central plank of the RFU’s Strategic Plan and its partnership with Sport
England, to develop the grassroots game.

The RFU claims that 25,000 people are already playing touch rugby
regularly. O2 Touch is designed to further grow participation, incorporating
both “pitch up and play” sessions and structured leagues.
To support the initiative, the governing body and its partners have
developed an O2 Touch App that rewards players for participating in
sessions, with prizes ranging from merchandise to tickets for O2 events.
More information can be obtained as www.o2touch.co.uk

Something from the Old Cryptians Touch Teams
After a very successful off-season last year, the ambassadors and coaches of O2 Touch Rugby at Old Cryptians were pleasantly surprised at the early interest
for this year.
Before we even decided to run it again, parents, players and kids were
RFC Ladies. Thank you, Becky Tandy and the team.
asking
Week in, week out, on dedicated Friday evenings, a mix of our Old
“is O2 on when the season ends?”
Cryptian juniors (all ages) and boys and girls from other clubs around
Following the successes of the previous three years, Adrian HenleyGloucester attend our sessions.
Davies sought to pull in more people, who decided they would make it
Head Coach, Dale Smith, added, “When Adrian Henley-Davies
happen again.
introduced me to touch rugby, I could see that Old Cryptians provided a
Head coaches, Dale Smith and Lee Rosser, with the massive help and
great O2 hub. There is a wonderful network of friends, families and players
support from David Lane, Hak and Raz Sami, with Adrian Henley-Davies
around the club, all of which are happy to join in the fun.
doing the administration, encouraged all ages to play Touch at Old Cryptians
With a club that is prepared to open without fail to welcome players or
RFC again.
spectators to use their facilities, O2 Touch will only become more popular,
Over the last few years the rugby family at Crypts has grown to enjoy O2
not only at Old Cryptians, but every other club, as people appreciate the fun
Touch around the club, with a lot of other volunteers encouraging all ages
and the benefits.
and genders to enjoy the fun.
Great fun was had by all at the club Funday and, again through O2 Touch
As the adults play O2 Touch, the younger members enjoy two hours
Ambassadors, who had some great ideas and called in some favours.
adult-free fun too. Lots of fun and activities, plus the occasional game, helps
As Adrian Henley-Davies said, “I personally have seen the benefits in my 2
to keep the family together; providing fun in the sun (and it was hot this
children’s handling skills and fitness, plus they’ve made new friends younger
year) and, for parents, some much needed respite.
and older.”
Always showing in great numbers and consistency were the Hucclecote

Players Warming Up? Or They Could Be Warming Down??
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News from Cheltenham Touch Group @
Cheltenham Tigers RFC

Cheltenham Touch Group members in their regions kit at the Touch Nationals
Cheltenham Tigers RFC was awarded O2 funding at the start of 2016 and
started Monday evening pitch up and play sessions from the spring. These
have continued ever since, except for the odd week when snow or Christmas gets in the way, with the most turning up to any session being 68, as
noted by Touch Group Secretary and stalwart Jon Cottey.
In 2017, the Cheltenham Touch Group [CTG] affiliated to the English
Touch Association (ETA), which allowed them to compete in the Development National Touch Series (DNTS) in five one day competitions. It would
be fair to say that it was an eye opener and they weren’t as good as they
thought they were!
This year it was decided there was a need to improve and they organised
training on a second evening in the week through the winter, with Coach,
Marcus Evans, being their inspiration. CTG entered the DNTS again, the
third tier of national mixed Touch competitions, winning two of the one day
competitions, including the one hosted by Cheltenham Tigers. The club
came second overall for the season.
The training effort and experience gained, contributed to 8 players
being selected to play for regional teams at the ETA Touch Nationals held
in Cambridge in late August, where coverage of the matches on the main
pitch were streamed live by the BBC. Playing in several different teams and
categories were Marcus Evans, Ryan Attwood, Hannah Martell, Hannah
McLaughlin, Ollie Sills, Rita Shevchenko, Kit Wapshott and Aaron Treagus. They also had two players represent England at the European Touch
championships in Nottingham in July, Ollie Sills and Jon Perera, and Hannah
McLaughlin played for England U18 Girls at the European Junior Championships.
All this while they continued to run O2 pitch up and play sessions on a
Monday night and hosted a mixed summer league for ten weeks from April
through to July.
Looking to the future, CTG has started an Autumn mixed league, through
to December, on the brand-new Artificial Grass Pitch at Cheltenham Tigers,
with over 50 players signed up to weekly competitive Touch. They are
preparing to compete next year in the ETA second tier mixed, men’s and
women’s competitions, which start in the spring. Players of all abilities,
experience and ages are welcome to go and find out what it’s all about. Pitch
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up and play sessions are at 7pm on a Monday night through the year; the
first session is free and its £2 per week thereafter. They like to think they are
the best Touch team in Gloucestershire, but they are definitely one of the
friendliest!

Cheltenham Touch Group team at the Lincoln round of the
DNTS
Details at Cheltenham Touch Rugby - Home | Facebook or email cheltenhamtouch@zoho.com
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MARKETING & SPONSORSHIP

Is your club taking advantage of our Main Sponsor – WADWORTH?
Entering another season with WADWORTH
on board as our main sponsor, we are delighted
with how the relationship has developed
between the Devizes based family brewery and
Gloucestershire RFU.
Jerry Green, National Sales Executive, has
been at the helm with his team in supporting
the county, by attending numerous rugby
games, presenting Combination Cups and
end of season awards at our own AGM. The
company’s logo appears on the county playing
shirt, training kit and leisure wear as well as the
125th Anniversary shirt of the Bristol Referees
Society. WADWORTH also assisted greatly
with the society’s dinner last season,
supported by their partners within the
drinks industry. As we go to print, we
are awaiting delivery of shirts for the
Gloucester & District Referees Society,
meaning that WADWORTH’s 6X logo

will feature in a high proportion of GRFU adult
games each weekend.
WADWORTH sponsor all the South-West
RFU and District Leagues for 1st XVs plus the
2nd, 3rd and 4th XVs, covering all rugby clubs
in Gloucestershire, Dorset & Wilts, Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire and
Oxfordshire CBs. Their
invaluable support of over
25 separate competitions,
ensures that community
rugby continues to thrive
throughout the South-West
and that the WADWORTH

and 6X brands are at the forefront of the game.
Chris Welham, Chief Executive Officer, said
“We are very proud to be a sponsor of the GRFU
and very much enjoy working with you and the
team. We see GRFU as great strategic partners
for WADWORTH, not least because we view
your organisation as one that shares many of our
own values, those of authenticity, aspiration and
quality. Both of our organisations date back to

Victorian
times GRFU was
founded in
1878 and

WADWORTH dates
back to 1875! Both are
steeped in rich history and
heritage and this makes
our relationship all the
more special.
We are delighted to
endorse GRFU and
see our core beer of
6X (which we have
brewed in Devizes
for over 90 years) at
the forefront of our
branded involvement
with you. Rugby and cask beer
go hand in hand and our geographical proximity
makes our association all the more relevant as we
look to further grow our brand in our heartland.”
For those on social media, you will have
witnessed increased interactions on Twitter, with
the introduction of #6XRugby. WADWORTH
encourages interactions form all clubs sharing
their news, updates and match reports using the
hashtag. They are monitoring social media and
stand out activity may mean a Christmas present
could be on its way to your club!!
If you want to take advantage of WADWORTH
6X in your clubhouse, contact your supplier, or
see the advert opposite for contact details if you
want further information.

13/10/2018 11:35
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Focus on our New Sponsor
PHOENIX SPORTING GOODS join GRFU
Phoenix Sporting Goods (PSG) is delighted to
announce a partnership with Gloucestershire
RFU as the Mini and Youth Sponsor with their
Gorilla Training and iLite brands. PSG create and
distribute a range of rugby products for grassroots
and professional clubs / coaches. Their aim is
to aid aspiring players (whatever their age or
standard) and their coaches, to achieve their goals
with products that will increase the accuracy of
drills with quality equipment.
For Sept 2018 they launched The Gorilla
Training Inflatable Rugby Posts for Youth rugby
(which is patented). This is a revolution in post
technology. Take the bag to where you want to
play, roll out the post, pump the posts up and
you are ready to play. The posts will be inflated
within 40 seconds and they can be used in Tag,
Touch and even some youth matches. It will
also allow the youth players to practise kicking
(rather than at a huge post). Size of the post will
be 3.65m in height with the crossbar set at 1.8
(width of the crossbar is 2m in length).
PSG’s other rugby training product is the
Gorilla Training Frameless Rebounder, which is
the most versatile rebounder, that handles the
demands of any rugby player wanting to perfect
their passing, catching and some kicking drills.

Frameless Rebounder (within 30 seconds) on
the field, court or playground, adjust the angle
for the desired exercise and you are ready. The
ultra-responsive net delivers quick training drills,
allowing repetition and increases drill speeds.
Finally, the iLite Floodlights, which is where the
company started. These portable floodlights have
been designed to allow clubs to continue training
throughout the winter months, minimising the
costs of winter training and maximising pitch
rotation. These lights illuminate training areas
so that the main pitches do not have to be used.
So, whether you are an adult team only, or have
multiple teams over different age groups, the
iLites are your perfect partner.
For 2018, they are launching 3 NEW iLite
products, with one option allowing you to
illuminate your training area with 100 LUX. PSG
offer a free (no obligation) demo, so you can
see the benefits of each of the units and discuss
pricing, grants etc. Easily transportable and
erected in seconds, the iLite Floodlights are the
ideal portable lighting solution.
The 5’ x 5’ portable rebounder means there
is always a training opportunity. Assemble the

For more information on any of these products
please call: 01635 887099 or email info@
phoenixsportinggoods.com

CASE STUDY – LINLEY AND KIDSGROVE RFC
Linley and Kidsgrove RFC 1st XV play at level 10, but also have a 2nd
team who regularly play competitive rugby. The club have circa 96
registered senior players and the Staffordshire RFU are encouraging
for a 3rd team to play over 7 games per season. In previous seasons
– and due to limited facilities – the club train throughout the winter
at Longton RFC which is considered too far for players to travel (22mile round trip). Therefore, the club would usually average 8 or 9
players at each training session throughout the winter months.
With the investment of 10 iLite units, they’re now able to train
at their own facility using a 70 x 50-yard training area. They have
no outgoing expense on external training facilities. They are able to
attract 40+ players to training which will help player development,
retention and recruitment. They now have the ability to alternate
training areas to ensure pitch quality is maintained. Club camaraderie
will improve through regular group training sessions. They now have
the opportunity to open the clubhouse bar post training to take extra
revenue.

“The iLite is brilliant for Linley and Kidsgrove RFC and they
love being able to use them for training. I actually think
this product will save this club from folding” Simon Hincks,
Staffordshire Rugby RDO
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WOMEN & GIRLS
WOMEN & GIRLS FORUM
On 24 September, GRFU Women & Girls took part in their first forum
at Thornbury RFC, with over 40 attendees from across the county. The
energy and passion in the room was overwhelming. The evening was set
up to gather as much information as possible, with all attendees being split
into smaller groups to discuss and provide feedback.
The main focus for the evening was to gather as much information
on what the clubs/schools needed support with and what was working
well. All groups were asked to feed into the “Wishing Wall” - each group
detailing one thing that they would want to implement/change and also the
“Unburdening Wall” – something that really troubled/hindered the clubs or
schools from succeeding

Scrum half Bobbie Jackson headed the scoring with 23 tries from her 11
games.
The club has fully embraced the Thornbees, with a significant group of
supporters in regular attendance. They were coached by a team headed
by Ian Maunder and, included in his assistants has been Jonny Wilson,
Gloucestershire U18s men’s forward coach. Wilson has now become Head
Coach.

Photo shows the five Thornbees who represented Gloucestershire.
From the left Laura Panting, Bobbie Jackson, Sadie Giles (Captain),
Gemma Tyrrell, Ellis Whitelaw.

Enthusiastic W & G representatives from across the county sharing their
views

Groups were given time to talk through all points – and some fantastic
ideas were gathered that will really help this vibrant Sector build for the
future. The big discussion points from the meeting included a platform for
county wide communications between clubs, support and guidance with
travel expenses, school to club pathways and support for Coaches. Lots of
fantastic ideas – and they have all been noted.
The new Sector Head, Bee Mocellin, said “The next steps for me include
documenting the lie of the land, what we actually have running at clubs and
numbers. As part of this I will begin my trip around the County. I cannot
wait to drop in on as many clubs as I can and meet everyone. In my eyes
these are the people responsible for the success of the Women and Girls
game in the County and who will take us forward.”
With so many wonderful ideas put forward at the Forum, it is really
important that we look at 3 key points and deliver on these as a County.
We will also form a Women and Girls Committee to help support Bee
and also make sure we are engaging with all the teams and schools in
the County. Ideally, we would like a couple of members from each
Combination (Cheltenham, Gloucester, Stroud, Bristol and the Forest) so if
anyone is interested please contact W&G@gloucestershirerfu.co.uk
Bee is very enthusiastic about her new role as W & G Sector Head and
said that, “with some great representative people in place from across the
County and all the ideas pulled together, we can build a realistic strategic
plan to present to the County – together we can push Women and Girls
rugby in the County to the next level.”

OUTSTANDING FIRST SEASON
13/10/2018
FOR THE THORNBEES

The social life of a Thornbee is also significant. With the fun and
games, they have enjoyed post-match activity similar to that of their male
counterparts. The combination of fun on and off the field, together with
the excellent coaching, has attracted new players and ensured player
retention.
Having satisfied themselves with healthy playing statistics at the end
of their first season - eight wins from thirteen matches - Sadie Giles was
chosen as Gloucestershire’s Captain. She was joined by Laura Panting and
Bobbie Jackson for the home game with Kent and then by Gemma Tyrrell
and Ellis Whitelaw for the matches with Devon and Berkshire.
The season concluded with a significant dinner at Thornbury RFC,
with speakers from Bristol Ladies and guest Rhiannon Parker, a Welsh
international and a product of Thornbury junior section, the Broncos.
The Thornbees will be embarking on league rugby for the first time
this season. They will be playing in National Championship 2 South West
North. Although the early season games have highlighted their inexperience
in playing in competitive competition their personal and collective
development is clearly visible. The Thornbees are here to stay. Exciting
times are ahead.

BROCKWORTH RFC
Brockworth RFC held its first Ladies Inner Warrior Camp on Sunday 22
March.
The Inner Warrior Camps is an England Rugby Programme, aiming at
engaging with women and transitioning them into playing and getting more
involved with rugby.
Brockworth signed up and were selected to host a Camp at the Club
after a relatively successful season, during which they have recruited new
players, coaches and played 4 games.
They had 20 people, of which 10 were brand new to rugby so, with the
current squad, that makes 30 players. A brilliant achievement by all at the
club.
If you have an interest in rugby and looking to join a friendly club, please
11:35contact Dawn Holden: dandpholden@gmail.com

After just one season, Thornbury RFC’s ladies’ team, the Thornbees, are
here to stay. From a side with virtually no experience of playing rugby,
Thornbury provided five players, including the captain, for Gloucestershire’s
side in the Gill Burns Women’s County Championship.
Thornbury’s adult ladies’ team was established by the inspirational Gemma Tyrrell in time for the 2017/18 season. Their first game was at Aretians
in close season, but the team have progressed from game to game to a
point where, individually and collectively, the players were not recognisable
as the enthusiastic bunch that had taken to the field at Little Stoke in July.
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TOURS FEATURE
STOW ON THE WOLD & DISTRICT RFC’s Tour de France
Stow has had an association with PontAudemer RC since the early 70s (that is the
1970s), when a Stow player worked in the
area of Normandy between Le Havre and
Rouen.
Exchanges have continued over the
years, at 1st & 2nd XV levels, in both
directions. But not only in terms of rugby.
Subsequently, many Stow members have
spent holidays in Normandy and made
personal and family friends with members
and players at Pont-Audemer. Some Stow
OFs (a Will Carling euphemism), have been
visiting Pont-Au as guests at their Annual
Players’ Reunion lunches, (and a French
lunch with aperitifs is not to be missed)!
Many good times, lots of singing, long
evenings, very competitive games have
been played over the years; not to mention
visits to local cider producers, calvados
distilleries and the gaming tables at Deauville
Casino. Stow has also invited friends from
Old Cryptians and Old Patesians to join
them “on tour” and Old Crypts hosted
Pont-Au, back in the late 70s.
The introduction of leagues in English
rugby, made finding dates for overseas
touring quite challenging for a while and
exchanges between the clubs suffered for a
few years, which both clubs regretted. Two
years ago, the visits were `resurrected`
with a short, successful tour by Stow and a
return visit by the French OFs, to a dinner,
hosted by Stow, after a visit to Kingsholm to
watch Glos v Sale and a Gloucester win.
This year happens to be the 50th
anniversary of Pont-Au’s Rugby Club and
Stow was invited as “honoured guests”.
They were asked to participate in the main
weekend (Sat.19th & Sun. 20th May) of
yearlong events organised by the club.
Pont-Au have always enjoyed Stow’s
after-match singing and they were asked
to perform a few rugby songs as part of a

“spectacular” in the town theatre.
Their ‘choir’ sang four songs in
front of a full audience of 400.
They were,
“I don’t want to join the army”,
“Mrs Brown”, “Indian Maid” and
“Belinda”.
The Mayor and Lady
Mayoress of Pont-Au. were very
impressed !
On the very warm Sunday
afternoon, all age groups and
the ladies played demo matches,
with a Finale friendly match
between Pont-Au and Stow.
Much water, wine and beer were
consumed on the final whistle, as an aperitif before
the fantastic anniversary banquet for 496 diners, in
the gymnasium by the rugby pitches. Feeling a bit
muddled most of them found their way back to the
hotel by about 3.00am. Ready for a return trip on
the Monday.

Discussions are already under way for their next
exchange and the two clubs have already decided
that they will be “partner clubs” for M & Y tours in
the future.
All they need now is a Brexit that works for rugby!

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL Tour to France - 10-13 April
University of Bristol Women’s Rugby Team had a great time in Lyon.
Their Captain, Chloe Taylor, said “Both teams learnt so much while we
were there and, despite tough opposition against sides with capped
players and teams who play all year round, we finished in 5th and 7th
place. This tour was excellent preparation for the BUCS 7s Tournaments
which took place in Leeds during April.”
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MINI & YOUTH
Gloucestershire Quilter Kids First CPD Roadshow
Better coaches… better players result in “More Players, Playing More Often”
Throughout September the Gloucestershire RFU staff delivered the Quilter Kids
First CPDs U9-U14s Roadshow. The
feedback has been fantastic and, thanks
to Ben Smith, Ceri Large, Jake McMahon
and Simon Martin, 162 coaches from
22 clubs were enthused on how to do
fun, safe and enjoyable sessions for their
players!

Dursley RFC for hosting our Kids First
Transition CPDs.

Cheltenham North RFC

Cheltenham North RFC

The purpose of these events is to put
children first and to create a great rugby
environment, so that everyone stays in
the game for longer. All 162 coaches got
upskilled in their specific age group CPD
across the four events.

We hope all the coaches that attend
found the courses useful.
Clubs/Schools in attendance – Berry Hill,
Drybrook, Lydney, Cinderford, Bream,
Old Crypts, Gordon League, Old Pats,
Matson, Spartans, Widden Old Boys,
Dursley, Stroud, Tetbury, Painswick,
Cheltenham North, Stow-on-theWold, Cheltenham Tigers, Tewkesbury,
Cheltenham Civil Service, Beaudesert
Park School and The Downs School.

Gordon League RFC
Drybrook RFC

Therefore, using 4 venues and covering
24 CPDs, 162 coaches from 22 clubs are
now up-skilled.
Drybrook RFC

Big thanks to Cheltenham North RFC,
Drybrook RFC, Gordon League RFC and

See right for details of the CPDs held
in September and look out for the next
CPD Roadshow on CARDS, Attack/
Defence & Game Changers.

County Festivals
I think it’s fair to say that, at the conclusion of the
2017 – 2018 GRFU County Festival season, I
sat back took a very deep breath and said “thank
heavens that’s over”!!
Not only were the County Festivals severely
impacted by some bizarre weather conditions, it
left every other aspect of youth rugby reeling in
its wake. Plus, some very weary GRFU age group
administrators who, like me, spent days and
weeks trying to juggle fixtures to fit everything in.
Two festivals were
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successfully completed on their original dates; the
U7s at Painswick RFC and the U8s at Stow on
the Wold RFC. However, on both occasions,
the weather was cold and windy but unusually
dry. The U10s was impacted by snow on their
scheduled weekend and subsequently had to
“piggy back” with the U8s. I am grateful to Stuart
(Gilbraith), Nicky Gamble and Sandy Silk, both
of Stroud RFC, who stepped in to support the
U10s at Cirencester, whilst Mike (Heath) and

I ventured to the far reaches of the county and
Stow on the Wold RFC to witness some great
tag rugby.
The venue for the U11s had to be swiftly
rearranged following a late decision by Lydney
RFC not to host the festival and my thanks, as
always, go to Chosen Hill FP RFC (Paddy Mullis)
who stepped up again to fill the void!
The U9s then became the
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final victim of the weather. The already postponed festival due to a sudden
snow fall was impacted again by severe and continuous rain, leaving the
pitches and parking areas waterlogged. There being no further available
dates and, with the end of the Mini and Youth season fast approaching,
I made the unenviable decision to cancel this age group completely and
offer refunds to all clubs who had entered…….apologies to the County
Treasurer!
If I may, I would, through this column, like to extend my personal thanks
to Gazz Fyles of Cheltenham RFC who did everything within his power to
ensure the festival was played but even Gazz couldn’t control the elements.
To ensure that the U9s are not disadvantaged by the cancellation of their
festival, I will be giving out pin badges from last season to the 2018 – 2019
U10s age group, together with the new season pin badges – so if you are
collecting them you will not miss out.
Gloucester Rugby supported the U7s and U11s by sending along
Ben Vellacott and Val Ruskin, to sign autographs and take time for photo
opportunities with the players. Well received on both occasions.

To conclude, my colleague, buddy and best festival friend, Steve Ranford,
has decided that he is going to step down. Steve, I will miss you but thank
you for your guidance and support over the last 11 seasons. Welcome to
Sandy Silk, from Stroud RFC, who is coming on board to work the festivals
with me.
My thanks as always go to the coaches, without whom there would be
no mini and youth rugby, the parents, who stand pitch side through all winds
and weathers and to the children who make it all worthwhile.
Lesley Gomer - GRFU – Festivals
Fair Play Award Winners
Age Group
Club
U7s
U8s
U10s
U11s

Broad Plain RFC
Tetbury RFC
Bredon Star RFC
Old Patesian

SCHOOLS & UNIVERSITIES
Relocating from one side of the country to another can be a challenge for
anyone. But Connie Powell, who toured in the England Women U20s
squad in Canada in August, did just that and is reaping the rewards.
The opportunity to combine education
with first class rugby is the unique
proposition that Hartpury offers and
Connie, along with Tabitha Copson, who
also got the call-up, is benefitting from her
brave move.
Both girls made the decision to leave
their respective home towns and move
to Hartpury. Their appearances for
Gloucester-Hartpury in the Tyrrells
Premier 15s have helped them to catch
the eye of the international selectors.
Connie said “When I was back home,
I was in an area where it was proving difficult to progress my rugby and
I really wanted to push on. Hartpury’s been a great place to achieve that
because you have girls who are in the same situation, pushing each other
on. You can continue with your education, which is a big factor, because
you want to play rugby but also need to have that second option. And that’s
what Hartpury offers.”
Tabitha made a similar decision and having her on tour as well was a real
bonus says Connie.
“We’ve actually been in the same block at Hartpury as well, living
opposite each other, so we’re good friends and it’ll be really nice to have
her in the squad. We’ve gone through the same things as she moved away
from home as well so it’ll be really nice to experience it with her.
“It was exciting to see Jess (Cooksey) named in the squad as well. She
was a first-year last year, while Tabby and myself were second years, so it’s
great to see her progress rewarded.”
The last year has proved to be an exciting one. Gloucester-Hartpury
made their bow in the top flight and made the end of season play-offs. It’s
hopefully just the start according to Connie.
“To be able to play in the Tyrrells Premier 15s for Gloucester-Hartpury
last season was something I wouldn’t have thought possible a couple of
years ago. But the Women’s game has really taken off and to be part of it is
so exciting.
“Our goal last year was to be in the top four and we achieved that. But
the challenge this season is to push on, equal that achievement at least and
try and finish even higher. I know all the girls are already working hard and
I’m excited to get back and link up with them.”
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“I’m so excited. I went to Japan last year with the AASE girls and it was
such a great experience going away with a squad. It’s a real privilege to tour
with girls that you’ve worked hard with to go away and test yourself against
girls who have worked equally as hard.
“It was an experience for my family as well because my Mum and Dad,
who have both been so supportive of me, came out to watch. It was lovely
for them to share the experience.”
And, despite being relatively young still, Connie is fully aware that the
likes of herself and Tabitha are already role models.
“It’s very much about creating an era here, a dynasty if you like. Young
girls like Jess are coming to Hartpury and seeing the likes of Tabby and
myself above them. And part of our responsibilities is helping them to
achieve their potential.
“We have to show them that anything’s possible if you apply yourself and
work hard. The support we all get is amazing and helps us along the way
and setting the right example for the younger players can only help.”

Schools thank retiring
County Administrator
Eric Blackman (President Schools Union) and Keith Gee (CB President
& Hon General Secretary of the Schools Union) with Tricia as she
retired from County Office.

At the GRFU party to
mark Tricia’s retirement
from County Office
after ten years’ service,
she was presented
with a piece of Bristol
Blue Glass from
Gloucestershire Rugby
Football Schools Union.
President, Eric Blackman,
thanked Tricia for all the
support she had given
to the Schools Union
and for her dedication
to ensuring that schools
were always part of the
communication chain.
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an excellent
networking opportunity
THE CONSORTIUM AIMS TO PROVIDE A PLATFORM TO FACILITATE
NETWORKING BETWEEN BUSINESSES, INCREASE AWARENESS WHILST
RAISING FUNDS AND OFFERING SERVICES TO GRASSROOTS RUGBY CLUBS.

Bringing RFU Clubs & Sponsors Together

We believe this helps our local economy grow, through a referral networking
system, whilst aiding our clubs to evolve through strong contacts and getting
the funds they require to operate their clubs within our local community.
The RSC is a not for profit group, therefore all funds will be redistributed to
the clubs with GRFU.

WHY BECOME A
BUSINESS MEMBER?

WHY BECOME A
GRASSROOTS CLUB MEMBER?

• Welcome pack on joining and a mention
at the next quarterly event

• Free membership
• Welcome pack on joining

• Attendance to quarterly events where you
can network with other local businesses
and the clubs

• Website presence

• Business introduction and referral opportunities

• Ability to be featured on any RSC social media
platforms to aid in finding sponsors

• Give something back to the grassroots
rugby community

• Attendance to quarterly events where you can
network with other clubs and local businesses

• Website presence
• Social media platform
• Sponsorship opportunities

• Ability to request grants from the RSC for your
club on our website

how longlevens rfc benefited...
“ The first recipient of the Rugby Sponsorship Consortium was Longlevens RFC. Kevin
Pope from the RSC presented the cheque to Longlevens RFC at our last open event at
Kingsholm; The club received £800 in total, as a contribution towards their kit, which
has been sponsored by a number of member companies of The RSC.”

To register your interest please
email: hello@thercs.org
Rich Steward from Longlevens RFC
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Guest Writer - Roger Jackson
of The Local Answer

“Start Them Young!”
“Start them young” was always the cry, when clubhouse chatter turned to
ways of introducing the next generation of players to the great game that is
rugby.
Those words are certainly being heeded by clubs around the county.

The key to a successful club is having a thriving Mini and Youth section,
says Junior Chairman Andrew Bayliss of Stow on the Wold.

Minis and Youth rugby has taken on a lifeform all of its own over the past
few years and is continuing to grow at a staggering rate.
And for so many reasons, the ongoing success of M&Y across the county
is one of the key fundamentals to sustaining rugby at adult level in its present
form.
The obvious one of course is the players it brings through to the senior
game – some of them top, top players, such as former Gloucester hero
Peter Buxton, who came through the ranks at Cheltenham and Elliott
Stooke, who is now at Bath and Gloucester’s Ollie Thorley. Stooke and
Thorley both played their rugby at Stow when they were much younger.

They are three headline names but,
below that level, there is a whole host of
players who have learned their trade within
M & Y and are these days performing to a very good standard.
A quick look at the Old Patesians side, playing in South West Premier,
shows that the likes of current first-teamers George Angell, Josh Stevens,
James Aherne and Duncan Spurrier, all came through the club’s youth setup.
And talk to articulate back row Angell and he will say what a positive
impact M & Y rugby has had on his career, even though the numbers today
are far removed from when he was coming through the ranks.
Angell joined the Pats at the age of 12 or 13 after starting with the minis
at Cheltenham and recalls how they had to mix age groups in order to field
teams.
That was some 15 years ago, but these days the Pats have some 600 +
youngsters playing rugby, including tag players.
That’s a startling number for a community club and it’s a similar tale at a
lot of clubs across the county.
Talk to Paul Morris, Director of Rugby at Cinderford, or Russell Hillier,
who is president at Stroud and they will tell the same story. Both are true
rugby men, of course and involved with two clubs with a very proud history.
But it’s not just the men’s game that is benefitting from the ongoing
popularity of youth rugby, it’s the women’s game that is reaping the rewards
as well.
The women’s game has gone from strength to strength over the past few
years and, just like junior rugby, is growing at a remarkable rate.
And it’s not difficult to work out why, because more and more girls are
being given the opportunity to play rugby at a young age.
Gone are the days when rugby was for boys only and the benefits to the
game as a whole are obvious.
Over at Stow there is a concerted effort to introduce more girls into
the game with their ever-impressive Junior Chairman, Andrew Bayliss,
determined to make the sport fun for every youngster who turns up at
Oddington Road.
And more girls playing, results in more youngsters playing which, in turn,
provides other spin-offs.
Talk to Cheltenham stalwart, John Woodward, who was heavily involved
with the club’s Colts back in the day and he’ll tell you that there are
considerable financial benefits to having a thriving junior section.
Those can range from annual subscriptions, to parents buying drinks in the
clubhouse and bacon butties for their kids.
And what should never be underestimated is the power of a packed
clubhouse on a Sunday morning, smiling faces and a genuine feelgood factor.
A lot of hard work – all voluntary – goes in to making that happen and
happily, at junior level, there appears to be no shortage of volunteers.
M & Y is continuing to thrive at clubs all over Gloucestershire and while
that is the case, rugby in this part of the world will surely continue to
prosper.
ROGER JACKSON is the Sports Editor for the Local
Answer – you can see his sports columns at
www.thelocalanswer.co.uk

Peter Buxton, second from right, came through the junior ranks at
Cheltenham. He is pictured from left to right, with Dave Fisher, Leroy
Hughes and Adrian Taylor, after the club’s under-17s had beaten Stroud
in the County Cup final in 1995.
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